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ABSTRACT 

This study aimed to examine the sound alterations in Kirinchari /ʧ/ and Kisimbiti /ʃ/ 

as the dialects of Kurya language; the study had three objectives which are: To 

identify the lexical items (words) with /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

dialects respectively, to investigate the causes of the sound variations in Kirinchari 

and Kisimbiti dialects as long as the sound variations of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ are present, to 

examine the semantic variations resulting from the presences of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds 

between Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively, to attain those objectives, 

there were three questions set which were: What are the lexical items (words) with 

/ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively?, What are the 

causes of the sound variations in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects as long as the 

sound variations of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ are present? And what are the semantic variations 

resulting from the presences of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds between Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

dialects respectively? 

Thereafter, the variationist theoretical and articulatory drift frameworks were 

considered to conduct the study. The data were collected from two villages in which 

both dialects are spoken and then were analyzed by using Speech Analyzer version 

3.0.1 programmed by SIL (2007). Then the phonological environment for the 

production of sounds /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ was examined where the preceding sounds observed 

were: [a, ε, o, i, ɲ, ɸ] and proceeding sounds were [a, ε, i, o]. The findings indicate 

that, there are no semantic variations in words consisting of /ʧ/ in Kirinchari and /ʃ/ 

in Kisimbiti and they have same morphological structures. 

The cause of the sound alternation in Kisimbiti /ʃ/ and Kirinchari /ʧ/ is probably the 

simplicity of articulating sound /ʃ/ introduced in Kisimbiti and which is possibly 

supported by the leaders of their community and hence transmitted to the new 

generation as the acceptable sound. The simplicity of articulating /ʃ/ as compared to 

/ʧ/ is observed by the qualities of sound /ʧ/ itself and the preceding sounds, where it 

takes long duration and has higher pitch than /ʃ/. Also, the preceding sounds are 

higher in pitch and longer when preceding /ʧ/ than /ʃ/, although the preceding sounds 

are the same for each variable (/ʧ/ and /ʃ/). This can no be a reason for alternation 

since the mechanism of articulating /ʧ/ is difficulty compared with /ʃ/. Therefore, the 

two sounds /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ are allophones used in two different dialects as the result of 

coarticulation. 
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1 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter gives a clear background of the study, the statement the problem, the 

research objectives and questions, significance and challenges of the study as well as 

the conclusion of the chapter. 

1.1 Background of the Problem 

Communication is the means for human development enhanced by a good and an 

appropriate language used by both sender and receiver in contact. As far as language 

is a backbone of communication, it varies from one place to another which leads to 

dialects of a particular language due to the geographical factors. Linguistic variation 

refers to the tendency of having differences in some aspects likes phonology, 

morphology, syntax and semantics as observed by the users of a particular language. 

These linguistic variations led to region dialects introduced in early nineteenth 

century which is a systematic study of intralanguage variation in the era of 

historical-comparative linguistics (McKay et al, 1996).  

As far as linguistic variations are concern in the aspect of phonology, one can find 

sound alternations. Sound alternation happens when a certain sound is used on 

behalf of another under certain condition. This can be proved by different studies on 

ethnic community languages in Tanzania. The study by Yohana (2009) on 

sociolinguistic analysis of variation of a rural African community; Chasu dialect 

shows the shifting of /s/ and /z/ to /Ɵ/ and [ð] respectively in informal speeches in 

Southern Chasu. The speakers have been affected by the nearest languages as they 

have language contact with Mwanga or Ugweno. 
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This study intended to explore the sound variations between Kisimbiti and 

Kirinchari which are dialects of Kurya language. Kurya language is found in a group 

of Logooli-Kuria (E.43) with 15-20 dialects with a few differences (Tanzania 

ethnology, 2012). Kisimbiti as identified in Tanzania ethnology (2012) is a nearest 

language to the Kurya as it has code number (E.431). Kirinchari as one of Kurya 

dialects that has not been mentioned in the Tanzania ethnology, it is probably in the 

number given to Kurya‟s dialects in Tanzania. Furthermore, both Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti have been mentioned by Chacha (2004) as the dialects of Kurya. Basing 

on that evidence, this study intended to find the causes of sound alternations of 

fricatives /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti respectively as the dialects of Kurya 

language.  

These two sounds /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti respectively are used 

interchangeably depending on the dialect in use and hence can differentiate one 

dialect from another. This brought a question “why and how have they are replacing 

each other”? Also, the use of /ʧ/ sound in Kisimbiti written names although in 

informal conversation they use /ʃ/ and what is the semantic variation between the 

two sounds? All of these are the core questions of the study which will give the clear 

explanations on the causes of alternation between/ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti repectively. 

Besides, language is part and parcel of the society and therefore, if the two dialects 

of a language are used into two different social contexts due to either geographical 

or social factors, probably after some time they will have some differences. 

Therefore, the society in which a specific language or dialect is used needs to be 

involved when studying that language. On this ground, the public view about its 
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language family basing on mutual intelligibility and history is needed to prove the 

existing variations as found in Kurya community. Kurya people are living in Mara 

region in Tanzania mainland and in Kenya. This community as a whole has almost 

similar cultures in terms of greetings, conducting rituals, respects and believes. 

Kurya people can communicate to each other although there are slight differences in 

some vocabulary and pronunciations. These differences lead to social identification 

like the origin of the speakers like Ngoreme, Kisimbiti, and Kenye. The social 

identification depends on their geographical areas. Therefore, the study comes out 

with the causes of alternations between /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

respectively.  

1.2 Statement of the Research Problem 

Kurya language has some differences in terms of their pronunciations, lexical and 

morphology. These differences are identified from different geographical areas 

depending on where the speaker is originates, as a result there are dialects of 

Kikurya like Kisimbiti, Kiryanchoka, Kingoreme, Kibhatimbaru, Kirinchari and 

Kikenye. One of the linguistic variations observed in Kurya dialects is the use of /ʧ/ 

sound in some dialects such as Kirinchari dialect and the use of /ʃ/ sound in 

Kisimbiti dialect. This study intends to examine the causes and semantic variation of 

sound /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively.  

1.3 Research Objectives 

1.3.1 General Objectives 

General abjective of this study is to examine the sound alterations and their semantic 

impacts between /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ which is found in two dialects of Kurya language – 
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Kirinchari and Kisimbiti respectively. The study focused on the following 

objectives: 

1.3.2 Specific Objectives 

(a) To identify the lexical items (words) with /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti dialects respectively. 

(b) To investigate the causes of the sound alterations in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

dialects as long as the sound variations of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ are present. 

(c) To examine the semantic variations resulting from the presences of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ 

sounds between Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively. 

1.4 Research Questions 

(a) What are the lexical items (words) with /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti dialects respectively? 

(b) What are the causes of the sound alterations in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects 

as long as the sound variations of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ are present? 

(c) What are the semantic variations resulting from the presences of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ 

sounds between Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively? 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

The study will be helpful in many ways such as; Fistly, the academicians who are 

interested in the field of dialectology and phonology will be provided with more 

information about the two dialects of Kurya on their sound and semantic variations. 

Secondly, it will also motivate the researchers to find out if other Bantu languages 

have sound alternation hence building good base for the present and coming 
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generation. Lastly, the study will benefit the researcher in his career by expanding 

his knowledge about the dialectal variations. 

1.6 Challenges 

The researcher encounted with the following challenges; native speakers refusing to 

be a respondent and sometimes they refused to be recorded. I solved those problems 

by introducing myself clearly, the outcomes of the study, confidentiality in the 

process and by having permit from the authorities. 

1.7 Conclusion 

The chapter provides description of the two dialects of Kurya language found in 

Tanzania; the dialects referred to are Kisimbiti and Kirinchari. As explained above, 

the study focused on the sound variations between /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti respectively. Also, it gives clear introduction of the study and objectives. 

The following chapter gives explanations from various writings on the linguistic 

variations and causes of the sound alternation.   
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter contains views from various readings dedicated to linguistic variations 

particularly in phonological and lexical level of various languages and dialects. It 

states the theoretical framework which serves as the guidance for conducting the 

study. Also, it contains the empirical literature review which includes; linguistic 

variations out of Tanzania, linguistic variations in Tanzania, language versus dialect, 

Kurya language, the sound changes in dialects, the causes of sound changes and the 

last part is the research gap. 

2.1 Theoretical Literature Review 

2.1.1 Theoretical Framework 

The theoretical framework refers to the guideline of the study that will be followed 

Labov (1972) in Tagliamonte (2006). The appropriate theoretical framework for this 

study includes variationist sociolinguistics by Labov (1972) in Tagliamonte (2006). 

The theory balances between linguistic and social structures in which the studied 

languages originate. Also, this theory looks at properties of language in terms of 

both external and internal factors to be examined. Therefore, it helped to analyze the 

social factors for sound shift like language contact where by the two languages used 

together usually affect each other in terms of giving and receiving new vocabularies 

or sounds which sometimes replace the older ones Labov (1972) in Tagliamonte 

(2006). 

Another theory which will guide this study is, “Articulatory Drift” by Paul 

(1886/1970) in Kataoka (2011) which explains the physiological and cognitive bases 

of learning how to speak and points out the learning mechanisms as the driving 
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forces for sound change. It gives two components of learning namely articulatory 

and auditory sensation, where by what a person listens enters into his or her mind to 

create the representation which will be enhanced by articulatory representation to 

enable a speaker to produce the same sound. He assumes that the cause of sound 

change is the articulatory representation in one‟s memory which keeps on changing 

by favouring the current sensation than ealier ones. Also, he assumed that, the 

shifting in representation occurs with certain directionality rather than random, 

because certain sound sequences are easier to articulate than others for example, 

Italian word “otto” is easier to pronounce than Latin “octo” (Paul, 1886/1970 in 

Kataoka, 2011). This rises the sense of analyzing phonological environments in 

which certain sound occurs and the study in hand needs to examine the proceeding 

and preceding sounds of variables /ʧ/ in Kirinchari and /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. 

Therefore, the use of the above two theoretical frameworks provides a wide room to 

analyze both social and phonological factors for sound changes. As long as, the 

study in hand is based on two alternating sounds in two different dialects, the need 

for social factors for sound change were analyzed to understand the causes and 

phonological environment in which the variables /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti and /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari occur. 

2.2 Empirical Literature Review 

2.2.1 Linguistic Variations out of Tanzania 

Linguistic variation refers to the differences in semantic, syntax, phonology and 

morphological features found between the two languages caused by geographical or 

social factors (Labov, 1960). The linguistic variationists conducted different 

researches on dialects and accents. They intended to concentrate upon descriptions 

of linguistic variation particularly lexis and phonology and compiling linguistic 
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atlases to show the different distributions of different dialect forms. These studies 

help to prove the existence of variations in some languages which leads to their 

dialects like British and American English. The findings show that linguistic 

variation does not only depend on geographical factors, but also, on social factors 

which bring about the expansion of scope when dealing with dialect (Labov, 1960). 

The linguistic variation is the result of genetic makeup, experiences someone has 

which results variation in slight aspect and principle guides a person to learn and 

develop language (Chomsky, 2005). These arguments call upon the contribution of 

social factors when dealing with linguistic variations in a certain language as it is a 

part and parcel of the society. 

Also, Sarah (2008) reports that language variation can be categorized into three 

factors which are vocabulary, sound and grammar. This means that dialects can vary 

in terms of vocabulary referring to a certain object, sound of a particular word, and 

the grammar of a particular language. Therefore, the linguistic variation looks upon 

the linguistic feature like phonology, lexical and grammar in relation to particular 

language community. This study focused on examining evidences about 

phonological features and lexical level where /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds are involved in 

Kisimbiti and Kirinchari as the dialects of Kikurya. 

2.2.2 Linguistic Variations in Tanzania 

Linguistic variations have been researched in some languages in Tanzania. Matondo 

(2002) carried out the study on the Sukuma varieties and found that, there are four 

major dialects which are named according to their geographical orientations: 

Kemunasukuma (Northern dialect), Kemunang'weli (Western dialect), 

Kemunadakama (Southern dialect), and Kemunakiya (Earstern dialect). Mtallo 

(2013) conducted a research on Chagga people to examine the source of language 
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variations among them. The findings indicate that although they are from one region 

they speak one language named KiChagga with different dialects which are 

KiMashami, KiUru, KiVunjo, and KiMachame. Also, Yohana (2009) conducted a 

study on sociolinguistic variations in Chasu language. She found that, there are two 

dialects which are northern and southern Chasu, there is shifting of sounds. Southern 

Chasu shifts from /s/ and /z/ to /Ɵ/ and [ð] respectively in their informal speeches 

due to the language contact with Gweno. 

2.2.3 Language versus Dialect 

This section intends to discuss the difference between language and dialect as this 

study deals with the two dialects. Language is a form of human communication by 

means of system of symbols principally transmitted by vocal sounds (Robins, 1990 

in Poole, 2000). Language is the system, or rather multi-systems (a system of 

sounds, grammar, meaning); variations in usage are often systematic (Thomas, 

2000). On the contrary, a language is a medium of communication specific to a 

particular society and it forms a part of culture of that society (Poole, 2000). These 

systems may be used differently depending on who is speaking, attitude and the 

personality to be expressed. Also, language varies depending on the situation like in 

public or private, formal or informal and the consideration of the creativity and 

invention ability of the users. A dialect refers to the word and syntactic structure 

used by one person or a group of speakers, for example, if someone speaks in a 

regional dialect of English such as Scouse in the North West or Black Country in the 

Midlands, then her or his pronunciation will also be particular to that area (McKey, 

1996). 
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Chamber and Trudill (1998) in Mtallo (2012) suggest that the differences between a 

language and dialect are based on the size and prestige. Starting with the size factor, 

the language is said to be bigger than a dialect. This means that a language has wide 

coverage than a dialect, as it may be used with many speakers in a wide area than a 

dialect for example; Kichaga is a language because it is bigger than Kimachame, 

Kibosho, Kiuru and Kirombo which are minor and hence considered as dialects of 

Kichaga (Mtallo, 2012). 

Turning to the prestige factor a language is said to be more prestigious than a 

dialect. The reason for a language being more prestigious than a dialect is that a 

language has written documents with clear discriptions of its structure and grammar, 

while a dialect lacks written documents or sometime there is no any written 

document at all. The main view of this factor is the uses and presence of written 

materials of a language compared with a dialect (Chamber and Trudill, 1998 in 

Mtallo, 2012).  

Although the difference between a language and a dialect is explained above, other 

linguists still not agree on clear demarcation which will be used to differentiate a 

language from a dialect. Others view the difference by looking at lexical similarities 

as Tanzania ethnologue (2012) uses this view to classify Tanzania languages. Other 

linguists use grammatical approach to make a demarcation between a language and a 

dialect, where they believe that, if two languages have the same grammatical 

structure they qualify to be one language. 

Turning to Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects in Tanzania ethnlogue (2012) which 

indicates Kismbiti (Suba) as the different language closely related to Kurya (where 
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Kirinchari is its dialect), but the two dialects have lexical similarity for 84% and at 

the same time they have classified Mrima as a dialect of Kiswahili which has lexical 

similarity for 72%. This shows how they do not have clear cut off points for 

differentiating a language from a dialect. However, the grammatical structure of the 

two languages namely Kisimbiti (Suba) and Kurya has not well been described, but 

most of the Bantu languages have the same grammatical structure. Therefore, by 

basing on lexical similarity for 86% which shows that the native speakers of these 

two languages can understand each other, we can conclude that Kisimbiti (Suba) is 

the dialect of Kurya language for the case of this study. 

2.2.4 Kurya Language 

Ethnic community language refers to the community which has the common history, 

cultural tradition, and language (Thomas, 2000). From this ground, the communities 

with same history, culture and language are referred to as one ethnic group even 

though Kurya people have different clans living in different geographical and 

political areas, they qualify to be counted as one ethnic group as all groups believe 

that they are speaking Kurya language (Tanzania Ethnology, 2012).  

Kuria language is among the Bantu languages found in Tanzania and Kenya. Its 

speakers are estimated to be 690,000 (SIL, 2005) from the two countries. There is 

about fifteen to twenty clans which count themselves as Kurya speakers and not 

their clan languages (Kurya dialects). Kurya language is in a Niger-Congo family 

and in a group of Logooli-Kuria (E.43) (Tanzania ethnology 2012). There are many 

groups of Kurya speakers who identify themselves according to their dialects at the 

same time as Kurya. For example, most of Kurya people when are outside the region 

(Mara region), they introduce themselves as Kurya, but when they are in the region 
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or for specific identification, they introduce themselves by their dialects. From this 

basis, the classification of Kurya language seems to be difficult as its speakers 

introduce themselves differently depending on occasions however, the term ethnicity 

can help us to combine all groups of Kurya people in one ethnic group as they have 

same history, cultural practice and language.  

The Kuria people, Abalogoli and Ababukusu said to come from Egypt through 

Mount Elgon in Kenya and around 1500-1560 they settled along Lake Victoria. 

There are two views on the rise of the name “Kuria”; where the first view is said to 

be the way of differentiating them with other people like Luo and Kikuyu. The other 

view is the hill in Musoma district which was known as “Korea” where the 

accentors were living and then gradually the name changed from “Korea to Kuria”. 

Ealier on the name was not generally used by all clans until around 1950s. Before 

that time the clans where introducing themselves by using their clans althrough until 

today almost many people prefer to introduce themselves by using their sub-tribe 

rather than Kuria unless they are out of their dominance. Kuria people are found in 

Kenya and Tanzania with different sub-tribe with some clans “bhahiri”. Actually, 

the history of Kuria people is interesting because of their similarity although tare 

living in different areas. 

Nevertheless, there is disagreement on classifying most of Bantu languages where 

there a few written materials which led to most classification basing on individual‟s 

opinions, guess-work and sometimes biased to favour his or her subjective 

perspectives (Maho, 2001). Due to this, many classifications have been done and 

have to be done, but the classification done by Guthrie (1971) which is widely used 

and well established should be used with some additional suggestions (Maho 2001). 
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He suggests that for the coding of new languages or dialects to the unclassified 

languages or dialects the following should be done. 

Firstly, if the added language is a language close to an already-classified language 

then add a third digit to the language code of that new language for example, if the 

previous classified language was labeled (P31) then the new close language should 

be (P311). According to the classification by Guthrie (1971), Kurya language is in 

group (E 40) where all Logooli - Kurya group fall in. Due to this suggestion, 

Tanzania ethnologue (2012) grouped Kurya as (E43), and Suba (Simbiti) as (E431) 

as the closest language to the Kurya language in Guthrie (1971). While the 

vocabulary similarity between the two is 84% and they are considered as different 

languages (Tanzania ethnologue, 2012), Swahili dialects like Bajun and Mvita have 

lexical similarity for 78% , Bajun with Mrima is 72% and Mvita with Mrima is 79% 

(Tanzania ethnologue, 2012). Also, Chaga dialects have vocabulary resemblance of 

60.8% and they are considered as one language (Mtallo, 2012). This brings about the 

contradiction on which the percentage should be taken as the qualification for 

becoming dialects of one language or different languages. 

Secondly, if the addition is a language with uncertain affiliation or lies close to 

several languages, then the third digit is added on the group. For example, Swahili 

dialect such as Mgao, Makwe and Mwani which lie far south of other Swahili 

dialects, have been given G 401, G 402 and G 403 respectively (Lowe and 

Schadeberg, 1996 in Maho, 2001). 

The third suggestion is if the addition is a dialect of an already a classified language 

add an upper-case letter to the language code of the latter, for example, Nyika was 
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codded (E72) in Guthrie (1971) with dialects named Giryama (E72a), Kauma 

(E72b), Conyi (E72c), Duruma (E72d) and Rabai (E72e). Currently, there are three 

new dialects named Jibane, Kambe and Ribe which are codded E72F, E72G and 

E72H respectively (Nurse‟s suggestion in Maho, 2001). 

Fourth suggestion is if the addition is a so called restructured language like pidgin, 

creole, mixed, then add an upper-case letter to the group code indicating typological 

affinity, for example, Kituba and Munukutuba situated in the western Bantu area 

have been coded H10A and H10B respectively (Maho, 2001). 

Generally, classifying Bantu languages have shortage of written materials for 

describing languages and unclear demarcation between dialect and language. As 

seen above, the lexical similarity differs from what have been suggested as language 

or different languages, but this study will take Suba (Simbiti) as the dialect of Kurya 

because of social factor that, they are consider themselves as Kuryans though they 

recognize differences between them. So long as the study aimed to analyze the 

causes of sound alternation between /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds it will not focus much on 

whether or not the Suba (Simbiti) should be regarded as different language. 

2.2.5 Sound Changes in Dialects 

Sound changes are the phonetic changes which affect all occurrences of a given 

sound or class of sounds under specifiable phonetic conditions. The term sound 

change is viewed in two different ways; firstly, as phonetic processes, historically, it 

is the replacement of sound or sequences of sounds presenting some articulator 

difficulty by other sounds or sequence lacking that difficulty. Secondly, phonetic 

correspondence which exists between a sound at one point in the history of a 

language and the sound that it‟s direct descendent at any subsequent point in the 
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history of that language. Therefore, sound changes are all about the changes in 

sounds of the particular language which can be observed under specified phonetic 

conditions. 

According to McIntyre (n.d.p 1) there are four types of sound change, firstly, sound 

can change through the phonological processes including sound shift where by one 

sound replaces the other, for example, in Chasu language where there are two 

dialects which are northern and southern Chasu, there is shifting of sounds. Southern 

Chasu shifts from /s/ and /z/ to /Ɵ/ and [ð] respectively in their informal speeches. 

They have been affected by the nearest languages as they have language contact 

with Mwanga or Ugweno (Yohana 2009). Also, [Ʊ] to [a] in American English as in 

the word “box” and in the First Germanic Consonant Shift where the voiceless 

stopss [p, t, k] changed to fricative [x, Ɵ].  

Another type is phonological processes which lead to sound change are deletion, 

insertation and assimilation. The deletion occurs when a sound(s) are omitted in an 

utterance, for example, loss of /h/ in some British languages (McIntyre n.d.p 4). 

Deletion refers to deletion of germinate consonants usually followed by vowel 

epenthesis to enforce the preservation of input segments in the output (Akidah, 

2013). Kiswahili language tends to delete some consonants of the words borrowed 

from non-bantu languages, for example: 

 Arabic words   Kiswahili words 

  Underlying form    phonetic form 

  /ʃarru/ →    [ʃarr]   >[ʃari]  

/ħaddu/ →    [ħadd]  >[hadi]  

Source: Akidah (2013)  
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Also, insertion as the phonological process leads to sound change as sound(s) are 

added, for example, Irish [fɪləm] for film (McIntyre n.d.p 1-6). This involves the 

deletion of vowel or consonant in a word to break the consonant cluster system to 

meet the phonotactic constraints of a receiving language (Akidah, 2013). It involves 

anaptyxis which is the process of inserting a vowel between consonants and leading 

to consonant clusters that are easy to pronounce although it violates faithfulness 

because the epenthetic segment has no counterpart in the input (Mwita, 2009:51 in 

Akidah, 2013). It can be observed by comparing the syllable system of Kiswahili 

language with other non-bantu languages like Arabic where Kiswahili borrowed 

some words, for example, 

Arabic  Swahili 

 Maut   mauti 

 Cvvc  cvvcv  

Source: Akidah (2013) 

The above example shows how Swahili insert vowels to meet its syllable system as 

it has open syllable system.  

Lastly, assimilation is the phonological process where by a sound acquires the 

quality of the nearest sound under particular conditions either from a deep structure 

level or surface structure level, for example, in Kiswahili language /N/ can be 

realized as [n], [ɲ], [ŋ] and [m]. /N/ is realized as [n] when it precedes alveolar 

obstruent, for example, /n+zigε/ → [nzigε] and /n+dama/ → [ndama]. Due to the 

absence of phonological process in detecting that change at the surface level, the 

deep structures is important as the surface structure, for example, the alveolar 

consonants /t, d, s, z, r, l/ are harmonized with /n/. /N/ can be realized as [ŋ] when it 
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precedes velar obstruent which leads to harmonization of alveolar to the velar to 

form [ŋ] for example, /n+gᴐma/→[ŋgᴐma] and /n+guvu/ /→[ŋguvu]. /N/ realized as 

[ɲ] when it is followed by vowel (+HIGH, -BACK) and followed by another vowel 

and hence forms a glide, for example, /ni+umba/ → [njumba] → [ɲumba], /ni+ama/ 

→ [njama] → [ɲama]. /N/ is realized as [ɲ] when it followed by palatal obstruent, 

for example, /n+ɟia/ → [ɲɟia], and /n+tʧi/→ [ɲʧi]. /N/ can also be realized as [m] 

when it precedes bilabial obstruent as in /n+bingu/→ [mbingu] and /n+buzi/→ 

[mbuzi] (Irebemwagi, 2011). 

The second type is conditioned versus unconditioned changes. A conditioned change 

comes from the specific phonological environment like in Modern English cluster 

simplification /kn, gn/ to /n/ in words like (gnome, knot) as it applies only in the 

initial syllable. Also, conditioned changes can be seen in African languages as in 

Kisimbiti dialect there is aspiration of /bh/ when it is at the initial position of the 

word like “bhongo, bhethoke and bhyakorya” (Ojwang‟, 2014). Unconditioned 

changes occur without any restrictions on the phonological environment for their 

occurrences, for example, in late Middle English, all instances of /c/, /x/ were 

deleted or shifted to /f/ as in the words like (right, enought) 

The type is diffusion versus absolute changes which are exceptionalness where by it 

applies to all words with appropriate sounds or environments and it involves 

changes to phonemes like /kn, gn/ to /n/ as in words (gnome, knot). Diffusional 

changes where some conditions are considered (permit lexical exceptions). It 

involves changes to a lexeme like in18
th

 century South-English shift from /æ/ to /ɑ:/ 

which only occurred before certain voiceless fricatives and clusters starting with 

nasals: /ɑ:/ in a word like (laugh). 
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Lastly, phonemic versus non-phonemic changes, non-phonemic changes occurrence 

affects one phoneme, specifically its realization by particular allophones, for 

example, the spread of glottal stop as an allophone of intervocalic /t/ in England. 

The phonemic changes which are divided into two types are: phoneme split where 

one phoneme becomes two as 17th in century where [Ʊ] changed to /Ʌ/ and then 

[Ʊ] was retained because the change was diffusion. Another type is phonemic 

merger where a phoneme is lost or two phoneme become one as in 19th century, 

long mid vowel /e:, o:/ in South England and Received Pronunciation diphthongized 

to /eɪ, oʊ/ merging with diphthongs that were originally a separate phoneme. 

2.2.6 Causes of Sound Changes 

There are several causes of sound changes as discussed by McIntyre (n.d.p. 3) in a 

selective overview. The first cause is ease of articulation which leads to deletion, 

epenthesis and assimilation where by the difficult sound can be shifted as the 

children tend to shift marked sounds with unmarked sound, for example, Southern 

Chasu has started to shift from /s/ and /z/ to /Ɵ/ and [ð] respectively in their informal 

speeches (Yohana, 2009). According to her, the Chasu speakers have been affected 

by the nearest languages as they have language contact with Mwanga or Ugweno. 

The second cause is the rearrangement of phonological system to the end of 

communicational efficiency for example, push or drag chain shift like the Great 

Vowel Shift maximizes the differences between vowels.  

The third the gradual changes in pronunciation of sound leading to reanalysis of 

central variant of the sound by language learners. It can occur if phonological 

phoneme with a gradable rather than either, for example, vowel height and 

inspiration (light or heavy) as most Bantu languages reduced their vowels from 

/O:/
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seven to five where <e o> may be [ɛ ɔ]). For example, in Shona /i/ becomes [e] after 

[e, o] (Odden n.d.p 3).  

The forth cause is borrowing from other languages as the aspirated /kh/ and spread 

0f the French uvular /r/ in European languages. Fifth cause is spelling 

pronunciations where pronunciation was based on the spelling and ignored normal 

pronunciation of a particular sound. This occurred normally in the languages like 

English language which lacks one to one correspondence between orthography and 

phoneme. The last cause is the social factor where by the phonological variable 

which is accepted by the upper class of the speaking community spreads rapidly than 

if the variable is only accepted by the lower class of the community. 

2.3 Research Gap 

According to Cultural Policy of Tanzania (1997) “communities, private, public, 

organizations shall be encouraged to research, write, preserve and translate 

vernacular languages into other languages.” Yohana (2009) reports that, the sound 

shift in Southern Chasu as the result of their daily contact with Gweno, where /z/ 

sound changes to /Ɵ/ and /s/ to /ձ /. This gives the room for examining if other 

Bantu languages have the sound shift or change.  

The evidence indicates that, the sound alternations between dialects of KiKurya 

have not been researched to find out their causes. KiKurya is among ethnic 

community languages in Tanzania spoken in Mara region. It has the dialects named 

KiSimbiti, KiRyanchoka, KiNgoreme, KiBatimbaru, KiRinchari and KiKenye. 

Therefore, this study focused on sound alternation and lexical level of the /ʧ/ and //ʃ/ 

sounds in KiSimbiti and KiRinchari. 
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2.4 Conclusion  

The above discussions give clear explanations about the study itself and related 

studies done by various authors. As discussed above, the classification of Bantu 

languages have some difficulties as there is no clear rank on which the classification 

can be made quantitatively basing on percentage of lexical similarity. But for the 

case of this study, both Kisimbiti and Kirinchari were considered as dialects of 

Kurya language basing on lexicon similarity percentage for 84% (Tanzania 

ethnologoue, 2012). The chapter discussed the causes of sound changes as simplicity 

of articulation, rearrangement of phonological system to the end of communicational 

efficiency and gradual changes in pronunciation (McIntyre n.d.p. 1-6). Therefore, 

the chapter provides clear explanations about the previous findings done by other 

researchers about sound changes in dialects. The following chapter will describe the 

ways in which the study was carried out and how the data were analyzed. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEACH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter consists of research design and approach of the study, scope of the 

study, target population, sampling technique and sample size, data collection 

techniques, data management or analysis and research ethics: 

3.1 Research Design and Approach 

The study has employed both qualitative and quantitative research approaches to 

find appropriate data for valid conclusion on the sound alternation (/ʧ/ and //ʃ/) in 

Kisimbitri and Kiryanchoka dialects. The qualitative approach was used to collect 

appropriate data where by the researcher interacted with the native speakers from 

both dialects. 

Quantitative approach was used to test the phonological and lexical differences and 

similarities to give results in statistics and illustrations which were appropriate for 

making a good conclusion. This approach enabled the researcher to get 

simultaneous, multidimensional factors on how speaker make a choice of words, and 

relate the strength and significances of their variation (Tagliamonte, 2006). 

Therefore, the study used quantitative research approach to identify and explain the 

sound alternation /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively where 

as qualitative approach was used to identify variation markers and features of style 

between those two dialects. 
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3.2 Scope of the Study 

The study covered both geographical and content, basing on geographical coverage, 

where sociolinguistics conceptualize “place” as a physical location with a 

phenomenological perspective that speakers are seen as constructing place as they 

experience physical and social space, and different speakers may orient to place, 

linguistically, in very different ways and for very different purposes (Fought 2004).  

The study built on Kisimbiti and Kirinchari as the two dialects found in different 

districts which make their geographical different and daily contact difficulty which 

lead them into differences in language. Tarime district has various dialects which 

have almost similar pronunciation and lexicon, while vary with other dialects like 

Kisimbiti and Kingoreme as they are from different districts. Basing on that, the 

researcher decided to select Kisimbiti and Kirinchari, where Kirinchari represent 

other dialects located in Tarime district and Kisimbiti found in Rorya district. The 

study is able to verify the causes of sound alternation and semantic aspect in regard 

of the presence of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti. 

In addition, the study was conducted in Mara region which is among regions found 

in Tanzania mainland. The region has seven districts named Tarime, Rorya, 

Serengeti, Musoma town, Musoma village, Butiama, and Bunda. The region lies in 

the northwest of Tanzania, neighboring regions are Mwanza and Simiyu (to the 

south), Arusha (to the south east), Kagera (through Lake Victoria) and to the 

northern it borders the Republic of Kenya. It consists of various ethnic languages 

including Luo, Kuria, Kabwa, Ikoma, Jita, Sukuma and Taturu. The study was 

carried in Rorya and Tarime districts where Wasimbiti and Warinchari are found as 

shown on the map below where Simbiti (Suba) represented by number 98, while 
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other dialects of Kurya represented by number 38. Moreover, the map shows the 

Luo language represented by number 45 in between of Simbiti (Suba) number 98 

and other dialects (38) which verify the fact of selecting Simbiti and Rinchari. 
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Figure 1: Language Families of Western Tanzania 

 

Source http://www.ethnoloque.com 

http://www.ethnoloque.com/
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Basing on phonological evidences found in Kisimbiti and Kirinchari, where /ʧ/ and 

/ʃ/ are found. The tools used to collect data were; a wordlist which consist of two 

hundred forty four (244) words filled by both Kisimbiti and Kirinchari in equal 

number of informants. Also, the reading passage used, where the informants from 

both dialects needed to translate the given passage from Kiswaili language to their 

native dialect. Lastly, there were short interviews for more information which were 

used as additional information in the study. 

3.3 Target Population 

Population refers to an entire group of persons or elements that have at least one 

thing in common. Population also refers to the large group from which the sample is 

taken (Kombo and Delno, 2006). The target populations for this study are Simbiti 

and Rinchari native speakers who were found in their respective areas and were 

selected to make appropriately the study sample. 

3.4 Sampling Technique and Sample Size 

Sampling is the procedure which a researcher uses to gather people, place, or things 

to study. It is a process of selecting a number of individuals or objects from a 

population such that the selected group contains elements representative of the 

characteristics found in the entire group (Orodho and Kombo, 2002). Basing on this 

technique, the researcher selected the informants equally from the two groups named 

Simbiti and Rinchari to obtain appropriate information about the study. The 

informants were selected through purposive sampling because the appropriate data 

for this study were gathered from the elders and natives who know the two 

languages in both written and spoken form, sixty respondents were involved in the 

study, where by 30 from each area. 
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3.5 Data Collection Techniques and Instruments 

Linguists term data as good if it contains an intended language material which takes 

into account social context in which they brought from (Tagliamonte 2006). Therefore, 

by using data collection techniques mentioned above, the researcher selected 

appropriate data for making conclusion about sound alternation (/ʧ/ and /ʃ/) in 

Ryanchoka and Simbiti. Alhough the use of reading passage and wordlist made the 

findings valid and quality as much as possible, the researcher's focus was to get data 

which provide great and valuable information. 

3.5.1 Reading Passage 

Reading passage is an instrument of data collection where the respondents are 

needed to translate the prepared passage into their respective dialects. The passage 

contained words which had the variables needed to accomplish the study. The 

passage had fourteen sentences prepared in Kiswahili which translated by the 

respondents into their respective dialects. This provides the data which helped to 

evaluate the similarities and differences of these two dialects as they provided 

semantic, structural, lexical and phonological details. The respondents were asked to 

read their translated passage to provide the phonological data. Therefore, the reading 

passage helped the researcher to obtain appropriate data for making conclusion of 

the study. 

3.5.2 Wordlist 

The word list is the method of data collection in which the researcher prepares 

words in a list to be filled with their equivalences from the language in question. In 

this study, two hundred and forty four words with the possibility of consisting 

variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari and /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti and words from each word class were 
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prepared in Kiswahili, where by the respondent filled their equivalences from both 

dialects (Kisimbiti and Kirinchari). The list of words were prepared by using 

common vocabularies which are familiar to both sides (Kisimbiti and Kirinchari) 

like animals, plants, nouns, verbs, grammatical items, environment and persons. If 

the word had more than one equivalent, the instruction was given on how to give the 

right one.  

3.6 Data Management or Analysis 

The data management started immediately during the translation of the wordlist 

provided and working on reading passages, where the data were recorded 

appropriately into the different storage devices like phone, laptop and digital camera. 

The data were then analyzed by employing the software “Speech Analyzer” 

developed by SIL (2007). The Speech Analyzer is a computer program for acoustic 

analysis of speech sounds, it enables to analyze audio data quantitatively with 

accurate measurements and qualitative uses of relevant graphs. It consists of pitch 

graphs, spectrograms and spectrum (SIL, 2007).  

3.7 Research Ethics 

The study was carried under research ethics which generally guide the research. The 

researcher followed ethical practice to treat and deals with respondents who provide 

data for the study (Tagliamonte, 2006). The main ethical guidelines for collecting 

informal interviews remain constant: 1) consent for audio-recording; 2) guaranteed 

anonymity; 3) voluntary participation; and 4) access to researcher and research 

findings (Tagliamonte, 2006). Therefore, the research followed ethics from the 

beginning to the time of giving out reports about the sound alternation in Simbiti and 

Ryanchoka. 
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3.8 Conclusion 

The chapter gives the details on how the data were collected from the respondents 

found in their villages, stored in the soft copy and hard copy depending on the nature 

and needs, and analyzed by using a computer program called “Speech Analyzer” by 

SIL (2007). This study was conducted under qualitative and quantitative research 

approaches. The target populations were native Simbiti and Rinchari speakers from 

whom thirty respondents from each dialect participated in the study. Data were 

collected through wordlist which consisted of two hundred forty four words and a 

reading passage in Kiswahili which was translated in the respective dialects. The 

following chapter discusses and explains the findings of the study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE 

FINDINGS 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter indicates the findings obtained in the field, analysis and discussion of 

the findings. The focus was on sound variation between /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in 

Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively. The analysis was on the all words 

contain the variables, the causes of sound alterations at hand by analyzing; 

phonological environments and language contact. Also, the analysis focused on the 

semantic variations of words containing /ʧ/ and /ʃ/.  

4.1 Data Presentation  

4.1.1 Lexical Items (words) with /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ Sounds in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

Dialects Respectively 

The obtained data from reading passage and wordlist give proof of the variation of 

/ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively as table 1 shows. 
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Table 1: Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

No Kirinchari Kisimbiti 
Meaning in 

Kiswahili 

Meaning in 

English 

1 g
h
εʧa g

h
εʃa Kata Cut 

2 mosaʧa moʃaʃa Mwanaume Man 

3 amanʧε amanʃε Maji Water 

4 ʧimandε ʃεmandε Karanga Groundnuts 

5 honʧora swεra/ honʃora Rudi Exchange/return 

6 hag
h
aʧa hag

h
aʃa Jenga Build 

7 ʧora ʃora Zoa collect/gather up 

8 g
h
oʧa/ kohoolaa g

h
oʃa Ponda pund/crush/mash 

9 εnyaʧa εnyaʃa Ziwa Lake 

10 iʧo iʃo Njoo Yesterday 

11 inʧo inʃo Kesho Come 

12 maʧomu maʃomu Safi (mazuri) Fine 

13 Mʧεrε moʃεrε Mchele Rice 

14 sumaʧa sumaʃa Zungumza Speak 

15 iʧahε iʃahε Chai Tea 

16 ʧiɳεɳi ʃiɳεɳi Mbogamboga Vegetable 

17 g
h
εƟoʧo g

h
εƟoʃo Sungura Hare 

18 iʧaru iʃaru Nyingi Power 

19 ʧinguru ʃinguru Nguvu Many 

20 ʧinƟukja ʃinƟukja Nywele Hair 

Source: Field data, 2014 

After identifying all words containing variables /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti and /ʧ/ in Kirinchari 

dialect from both wordlist and reading passage they were analyzed by using “Speech 

Analyzer” to identify their qualities. The table 1 shows that almost all words from 

both dialects are similar in terms of their morphological structure but different in 

exchanging the sound /ʧ/ in Kirinchari and /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti, when referring to the 

specific word as seen above. After analyzing the words by using the “Speech 

Analyzer” and observing their closeness of qualities of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/, one word was 
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taken to represent others in discussing the findings of the study. Therefore, the word 

“sumach(sh)a” was taken to represent others and it was analyzed to find duration, 

intensity, fundamental frequency and formant frequencies of the variables /ʃ/ from 

Kisimbiti dialect and /ʧ/ from Kirinchari dialect. This helped to identify the variables 

in hand. Below are the figures 2, 3, 4 & 5 and tables 2 and 3 showing various details 

about the variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ as analyzed by using “Speech Analyzer”. 

Figure 2: Spectrogram of the Word “sumacha” to Identify Variable /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The figure 2 shows that, the duration taken to articulate variable /ʧ/ in the word 

“sumacha” is 17mill seconds and it has F1 (Hz) of 599, F2 (Hz) of 1725 and F3 (Hz) 

of 2788. This proves that, the sound /ʧ/ is present in Kirinchari dialect and hence 

gives a room to continue with the findings of its intensity as follows. 

Figure 3: The Intensity of Variable /ʧ/ found in a Word “sumacha” Kirinchari 

Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2015 

The figure 3 shows that the intensity of sound /ʧ/ in the word “sumacha” in 

Kirinchari dialect is -17.6 dB. The intensity level represents the pitch of the sound 

used when articulating a particular sound and hence may be used to make 

quantitative comparison of the qualities of the two sounds as this study will.  

Therefore, since duration taken to articulate /ʧ/ sound in Kirinchari dialect with the 

intensity which enable us to identify the sound /ʧ/ properly are in place the following 

spectrogram will show the details of variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. 
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Figure 4: Spectrogram of a Word “sumasha” to Identify Variable /ʃ/ found in 

Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 4 shows that the sound /ʃ/ is present in Kisimbiti dialect and takes the 

duration of 12ms and it has F1 (Hz) of 574, F2 (Hz) of 1699 and F3 (Hz) of 2745. 

The identification of sound /ʃ/ in the word “sumasha” in Kisimbiti dialect gives a 

chance to examine its intesity as follows: 
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Figure 5: Intensity of Variable /ʃ/ in the Word “sumasha” in Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 5 shows that the pitch of sound of variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect from the 

word “sumasha” is -24.0dB. Therefore, sound /ʃ/ has intensity of -24.0dB and the 

duration of 12ms. These two details can be used to distinguish it from sound /ʧ/ and 

hence obtaining a proof of their differences. 

4.1.2 The Causes of the Sound Alterations in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti Dialects 

as Long as the Sound Variations of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ are Present 

4.1.2.1 Phonological Environment around the Variables /ʧ/ in Kirinchari and /ʃ/      

in Kisimbiti Dialect 

The data in table 1 shows that almost all words containing /ʃ/ sound in Kisimbiti are 

similar as in Kirinchari but differ in sound /ʧ/. As presented in chapter two, there are 

types and causes of sound alternation or change including conditioned and 

unconditioned change (McIntyre n.d.p 2-6), where the sounds surrounding the 
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phoneme in question may trigger its production. This leads to analyze the preceding 

and proceeding sounds by using Speech Analyzer.  

4.1.2.1.1 Proceeding Sounds of the variables /ʧ/ in Kirinchari and /ʃ/ in 

Kisimbiti Dialect 

The preceeding sounds can lead to sound change as they force changes to occur such 

as the place of articulation and hence change the sound which previously was 

pronounced differently (McIntyre n.d.p 2-6). The “Speech Analyzer” was used to 

identify and analyzing the details of the proceeding sounds from the words that 

consist the variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/, and then one word was taken to represent others with 

the same proceeding sounds as follows:  
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Figure 6: The Spectrogram of Proceeding Vowel /a/ of Variable /ʧ/ in a Word 

“sumacha” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 6 shows the proceeding sound /a/ of the variable /ʧ/ in the word 

“sumacha” in Kirinchari dialect. The proceeding sound /a/ of the variable /ʧ/ has the 

duration of 52ms and intensity of -12.2 dB. The quality of vowel /a/ when proceeds 

/ʧ/ are F1 is 633Hz, F2 is 1688Hz and F3 is 2635Hz which means sound /a/ is 

articulated at front-mid-open-low (SIL, 2007).  
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Figure 7: Proceeding Sound /a-/ in a Word “sumasha” from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 7 shows the proceeding sounds /a/ of variable/ʃ/ in the word “sumasha” in 

Kisimbiti dialect. The proceeding sound /a/ of the variable /ʧ/ has short duration of 

52ms and the intensity of the -12.2 dB. The quality of vowel /a/ when proceeds /ʃ/ 

are F1 is 695Hz, F2 is 1581Fz and F3 is 2888Fz which means that, sound /a/ is  

articulated at front-mid-open-low (SIL, 2007).  
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From the above observations, the proceeding sound /a/ of the variable /ʧ/ has short 

duration than /a/ when proceeding /ʃ/. The intensity of proceeding /a/ of the variable 

/ʧ/ is -12.2 dB which is higher than when it proceedes /ʃ/ as it becomes -14.6 dB. 

The quality of vowel /a/ when proceeds both /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ is almost the same as they 

are articulated front-mid-open-low (SIL, 2007).  

Generally, the proceeding vowel sound /a/ of  both variables /ʧ/ in Kirinchari dialect 

and /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti has two main differences which are: when sound /a/  proceeds /ʧ/ 

is longer and higher than when it proceeds /ʃ/. The following figure 8 identifies 

proceeding sound /ε/ from the word “amanche” and its qualities on variables /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari dialect.  
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Figure 8: The Spectrogram of Proceding /ε/ on Variable /ʧ/ in a Word 

“amache” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The details from figure 8 show that vowel /ε/ proceeds the /ʧ/ sound in Kirinchari 

dialect takes 66ms duration, has intensity of -25.4 dB and the formant frequencies of 

502, 1958 and 2710 which are F1 (Hz), F2 (Hz) and F3 (Hz) respectively. This 

means that it is articulated at front-open-mid-unrounded. Therefore, these detals will 

be of great help to make quantitative comparison of the proceeding sound /ε/ of both 

variables in question. The following figure shows the details of proceeding sound /ε/ 

from the word “amanshe” in Kisimbiti dialect. 
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Figure 9: The Spectrogram of Proceeding Sound /ε/ on Variable /ʃ/ in a Word 

“amanshe” from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 9 shows that vowel /ε/ proceeds /ʃ/ sound in Kisimbiti dialect. It takes the 

duration of 73ms to be articulated, has intensity of -22.0 dB and the formant 

frequencies are 503, 1902 and 2701 which are F1(Hz), F2(Hz) and F3(Hz) 

respectively. Therefore, the qualities of this vowel is front-open-mid-unrounded.  
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The above details from both figure 8 and 9 help to make the quantitative comparison 

of the qualities of the proceeding vowel /ε/ of both variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/. The vowel 

/ε/ which proceeds the variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari takes shorter time to be articulated 

and has lower pitch of sound than when it proceeds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. Therefore, when 

the vowel /ε/ proceeds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari it is shorter and lower than when it proceeds 

/ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. The following figure 10 will identify the proceeding sound /i/ from 

the word “chinyenyi” in Kirinchari dialect.  

Figure 10: The Spectrogram of Proceeding Sound /i/ on Variable /ʧ/ in a Word 

“chinyenyi” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The figure 10 identifies the proceeding sound /i/ of the variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari 

shows that vowel /i/ which proceeds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari dialect has 15ms of duration, 

intensity of -26.8 dB, and formant frequencies of 438, 2179 and 3011 which are 

F1(Hz), F2(Hz) and F3(Hz) respectively with vowel quality of front-close-

unrounded. The following figure 11 identifies the proceeding sound /i/ of the 

variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect from the word “shinyenyi”. 

Figure 11: The Spetrogram of Proceeding Sound /i/ of the Variable /ʃ/ in a 

Word “shinyenyi” from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The figure 11 identifies the proceeding sound /i/ of the variable /ʃ/ from the word 

“shinyenyi” in Kisimbiti dialect. The detail above shows that the proceeding vowel 

/i/ of variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect has  69ms, intensity of -25.0dB, and formant 

frequencies of F1 (Hz) of 398, F2 (Hz) of 2212 and F3 (Hz) of 3132  

Generally, when vowel /i/ proceeds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari, it is shorter than when it 

proceeds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. Also, when vowel /i/ proceeds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari it 

has lower pitch of sound than when it proceeds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. However, there is 

variation in both pitch and duaration of the proceeding vowel /i/. It has almost the 

same qualities in terms of formant frequencies which show that the proceeding /i/ in 

both /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ is front, close and high. The last identified proceeding sound is vowel 

/o/ as shown on the below figure 12 when it proceeds variable /ʧ/ in the word “icho” 

from Kirinchari dialect and the other graph 12 will identify the proceeding sound /ʃ/ 

in the word “isho” n Kisimbiti dialect.   
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Figure 12: The Spectrogram of Proceeding Sound /o/ of the Variable /ʧ/ in a 

Word  “icho” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 12 shows the proceeding sound /o/ in the word “icho” from Kirinchari 

dialect. It takes the duration of 56ms to be pronuonced with the intensity rate of -

16.2 dB. Its formant frequencies is 499, 2179 and 3011 which are F1(Hz), F2(Hz), 

and F3(Hz) respectively, which shows that it articulated at back-close-rounded. The 

following figure 13 identifies the proceeding sound /o/ in Kisimbiti dialect.  
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Figure 13: The Spectrogram of the Proceeding Sound /o/ of Variable /ʃ/ in a 

Word “isho” from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The proceeding sound /o/ in the word “isho” from Kisimbiti dialect shows that, 

when  it proceeds variable /ʃ/, it takes the duration of 48ms to be articulated and  it 

has the intensity of -18.1 dB. Its formant frequencies of 530, 1202, and 239 which 

are F1(Hz), F2 (Hz) and F3 (Hz) respectively hence this means this vowel is back-

close-rounded.  
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From the details obtained from figure 12 and 13 it can be conclude that, when vowel 

/o/ proceeds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari it is longer than when it proceeds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti 

dialect. In addition, when vowel /o/ proceeds the variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari dialect it 

has higher pitch of sound than when it proceeds /ʃ/ sound in Kisimbiti dialect. 

Although, the above variations, have similar qualities of vowel in terms of their 

place of articulation, manner and shape of the mouth, the sound is back, close-mid 

and rounded.   

As far as the four proceeding sounds which are /a/, /ε/, /i/ and /o/ which are used in 

both two dialects have been observed there is a need to consider their average in 

which quantitative conlusion on the qualities of proceeding sounds can be made. The 

following table 2 will show the total and average of all the proceeding sounds as 

identified and discussed above. 

Table 2: Total of Proceeding Sounds of both Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kinchari 

and Kisimbiti Dialects Respectively 

Variable /ʧ/ Variable /ʃ/ 

Proceeding 

sounds 

/a/ /ε/ /i/ /o/ total /a/ /ε/ /i/ /o/ Total 

Duration 

(ms) 

52 66 15 56 189 63 73 69 48 253 

Intensity 

(dB) 

-

12.2 

-

25.4 

-

26.8 

-

16.2 

-

80.6 

-

14.6 

-

22.1 

-

25.0 

-

18.1 

-

79.8 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The table 2 shows that the duration taken by a speaker to articulate the proceeding 

sounds of the variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari is 189ms that means the avarage duration for 

proceeding sounds of this variable is 47.25ms. The proceeding sounds of the 
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variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti is 253ms with the average of 63.25ms. This means that the 

duration of the proceeding sounds of variable /ʃ/ in kisimbiti is longer than the 

duration of the proceding sounds of variable /ʧ/. The total intensity of variable /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari is -80.6dB and the average is -20.15dB, while the total intensity of 

proceeding sounds of variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti is -79.8dB with the average of -

19.95dB. This means that, the proceeding sounds of variable /ʧ/ is higher than those 

variable of the /ʃ/.  

In addition, the following table 3 shows the words which contain the variables /ʃ/ 

and /ʧ/ in their respective dialects with the aim of finding the rate of occurance of 

each identified proceeding sound. Taking into consideration that morphological 

structure of all words consist of variables are the same in these dialects, what takes 

place is only the replacement of variables /ʧ/ or /ʃ/ depending on the dialect in use. 

Table 3: Proceeding Sounds of the Variables /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ from Kisimbiti and 

Kirinchari Dialects Respectively 

 /a/ /ε/ /i/ /o/ 

1 sumaʧ(ʃ)a moʧʃ)εrε ʧ(ʃ)inƟukja g
h
εƟoʧ(ʃ)o 

2 εnyaʧ(ʃ)a amanʧ(ʃ)ε ʧ(ʃ)imandε iʧ(ʃ)o 

3 g
h
oʧ(ʃ)a  ʧ(ʃ)iɳεɳi honʧ(ʃ)ora 

4 hag
h
aʧ(ʃ)a  ʧ(ʃ)inguru maʧ(ʃ)omu 

5 Mo(s)ʃaʧ(ʃ)a   ʧ(ʃ)ora 

6 iʧ(ʃ)ahε   ɳʧ(ʃ)o 

7 g
h
εʧ(ʃ)a   - 

8 iʧ(ʃ)aru    

Total 8 2 4 6 

% 40 10 20 30 

Source: Field data, 2014 
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The data in the table 3 show that the proceeding sounds of the variables are only 

vowels where by vowel /a/ has the great number of occurance before the variables as 

it appeared eight times. It was followed by vowel /o/ which appeared six times, then 

by /i/ with total number of four occurances and the last one was /ε/ which had 

appread twice. On the contrary, /u/ did not appeared in any word from the data 

obtained. The following figure shows the percentage of occurances of all sounds 

which proceeds the variables. 

Figure 14: The Percentage of the Proceeding Sounds of the Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ 

in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti Respectively 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 14 shows that, the highest percentage for vowel is found in proceeding 

sound /a/ which has 40%, followed by /o/ with 30%, then /i/ with 20% and the last is 

/ε/ sound with 10%. This means that the most variables in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

dialects are proceeded by /a/ and the variables are not proceeded by sound /u/. As 

explained above, the proceeding sounds may lead to the change of sounds. All the 

proceeding sounds which were analysed are not consistent as some are longer and 
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some are shorter such sounds were as well higher and lower for the variables /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari and /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. If the proceding sounds of a particular 

variable either /ʃ/ or /ʧ/ would be longer, it could be easy to conclude their presence 

led to sound change discused in this study. Therefore, the proceeding sounds of both 

variables not the cause of change of the sounds namely of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/. Having the 

proceeding sounds, the following discussion is about preceding sounds where they 

will be identified and discussed accordingly. 

4.1.2.1.2 Preceding Sounds of both Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti Dialects Respectively 

Another phonological environment which can cause sound shift is the preceding 

sound. This calls for analysis of obtained data to identify and analyze the sounds that 

preced the variables /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ in each dialect. The data shows that the preceding 

sounds are six where by there are four vowels [a e i o], one consonant [n] and no 

sound [ɸ]. Figure 15 - 24 will show the details of each preceding sound of variable 

/ʧ/ in Kirinchari and /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. Starting with preceding sound /a/ in the 

word “sumacha” in Kirichari dialectthe details are as follows: 
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Figure 15: The Spectrogram of the Preceding Sound /a/ on Variable /ʧ/ in a 

Word “sumacha” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 15 shows the details of vowel /a/ when preceding both variable /ʧ/ in he 

word “sumacha” from Kirinchari dialect. The vowel /a/ when preceds /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari dialect has the duration of 56ms, intensity of -14.8 dB, formant 

frequencies of 669, 1539, and 2209 which are F1(Hz), F2 (Hz), F3(Hz) respectively. 

This shows the front-open-rounded as vowel qualities. 
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Figure 16: The Spectrogram of the Preceding Sound /a/ of the Variable /ʃ/ in a 

Word “sumasha” from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 16 shows the details of vowel /a/ when preceding variable /ʃ/ in the word 

„sumasha” from Kisimbiti dialect. When the vowel /a/ preceds /ʃ/ sound in Kisimbiti 

it has the duration of 51ms, intensity of -16.6 dB, and formant frequencies of 662, 

1517 and 2890 which are F1 (Hz), F2 (Hz) and F3 (Hz) respectively and which have 

the front-open-rounded vowel qualities.  
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From both figure 15 and 16 which identify the preceding sound /a/ from both dialect 

show that, when /a/ sound preceds variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari dialect it takes shorter 

duration to articulate than when it preceds variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbit dialect. Also, 

when the vowel /a/ preceds /ʧ/ it has higher pitch in sound than when it preceds /ʃ/. 

From both dialects, the preceding vowel /a/ has the same vowel qualities like place 

of articulation, manner and shape of the mouth, which is front, low and open. The 

figure 17 will give the details of the preceding sound /ε/ in the word “ghecha” in 

Kirinchari dialect, and then its details will be discussed with its counterpart word 

“ghesha” in Kisimbiti dialect to determine the comparison for explaining the causes 

of sound alternation at hand. 
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Figure 17: The Spectrogram of the Preceeding sound /ε/ of Variable /ʧ/ in a 

Word “ghecha” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The second preceding sound is /ε/, as shown above on figure 17, when vowel /ε/ 

preceds the variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari, it has duration of 93ms, intensity of -16.6 dB 

and the formant frequencies of 509, 1908 and 2803 which are F1(Hz), F2(Hz) and 

F3(Hz) respectively. This  means that the sound /ʃ/ is front-open-mid-rounded.  
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Figure 18: The Spectrogram of the Preceding Sound /ε/ on Variable /ʃ/ in a 

Word “ghesha” from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 18 shows the preceding sound /ε/ of the variable /ʃ/ sound in Kisimbiti 

dialect. It has the duration of 79ms, intensity of -13.7dB and the formant frequencies 

of 516, 1933, and 2813 which are F1 (Hz), F2 (Hz) and F3 (Hz) respectively. This 

means that the vowel quality of /ɛ/ sound is front-open-mid-unrounded.  
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After the above identification of the preceding sound /ε/ in both dialects, one can 

now make a comparison of details from both dialects as follows. From the above 

findings it can be concluded that, when vowel /ε/ preceds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari it is longer 

than when it preceds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti and it has lower pitch in sound when preceding 

/ʧ/ sound in Kirinchari than when it preceds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. The qualities of vowel 

like place of articulation and position of the tongue are the same on both dialects. 

The figure 19 shows the preceding sound /i/ and its details which will be discussed. 

Figure 19: The Spectrogram of the Preceding Sound /i/ of the Variable  /ʧ/ in a 

Word “icho” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The figure 19 shows the details of the preceding vowel /i/ of /ʧ/ in Kirinchari. When 

/i/ preceds the variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari dialect, it takes 79ms to be articulated, the 

intensity of -27.1dB. The formant frequencies of vowel /i/ when it preceds /ʧ/ is 452, 

2021 and 2809 which are F1 (Hz), F2 (Hz) and F3 (Hz) respectively. This means it 

has the quality of front-close-unrounded. The figure 20 shows the details of /i/ of the 

variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. 

Figure 20: The Specrogram of the Preceding Sound /i/ of /ʃ/ in a Word “isho” 

from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The figure 20 shows the details of preceding vowel /i/ of /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. The above 

data shows that when /i/ preceds the variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect takes 66ms to be 

articulated and the intensity of vowel /i/ when it preceds /ʃ/ is -26.3 dB. The formant 

frequencies of vowel /i/ when vowel /i/ preceds /ʃ/ are 444, 2049 and 2877 which are 

F1(Hz), F2(Hz) and F3(Hz) respectively with the vowel quality of front-close-

unrrounded.  

As the above details from figure 19 and 20 shows the preceding sound /i/ with its 

details can be concluded that when vowel /i/ preceds /ʧ/, it is longer than when it 

preceds /ʃ/ and it has lower pitch in sound when it preceds /ʧ/ than when it preceds 

/ʃ/. Finally, the place of articulation and position of the tongue which is front- close-

unrrounded are the same in both dialects. The following figure (21 & 22) contain the 

details of preceding vowel /o/ from both dialects as they have distinctive variables /ʃ/ 

and /ʧ/. Then the data will be discussed to examine the causes of sound alternation at 

hand as follows: 
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Figure 21: The Spectrogram of the Preceding Sound /o/ on Variable /ʧ/ in a 

Word “ghethocho” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

The figure 21 shows the details of the preceding sound /o/ of variable /ʧ/ in the word 

“ghethocho‟ from Kirinchari dialect. When vowel /o/ preceds /ʧ/, it has 73ms of 

duration, -17.9 dB of intensity and formant frequencies of 526, 1218 and 2535 which 

are F1 (Hz), F2 (Hz), and F3 (Hz) with the vowel quality of  back-close-rounded. 

The figure 22 shows the details of the preceding sound /o/ in the word “ghethosho” 

in Kisimbiti dialect. 
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Figure 22: The Specrogram of the Preceding sound /o/ of the Variable /ʃ/ in a 

Word “ghethosho” from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source Field Data, 2014 

The figure 22 shows the details of the preceding sound /o/ of variable /ʃ/ in word 

“ghethosho” from Kisimbiti dialect. When /o/ preceds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect, it has 

72ms of duration, -14.7 dB of intensity and formant frequencies of 574, 926 and 

2691 which are F1 (Hz), F2 (Hz) and F3 (Hz) respectively with the vowel qualities 

of  back-close-rounded.  
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The details in figure 21 and 22 indicate that, when sound /o/ preceds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari 

dialect, it is longer and has lower pitch in sound, than when it preceds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti 

dialect. The place of articulation, shape of the mouth and position of the tongue such  

as back, close-mid and round which are the same in both dialects. The figure 23 and 

24 will show the preceding sound /ɲ/ of both variables in their respective dialects: 

Figure 23: The Spectrogram of the Preceding Sound /ɲ/ of the Variable /ʧ/ in a 

Word “amanche” from Kirinchari Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The figure 23 shows the preceding sound /ɲ/ of the variable /ʧ/ in the word 

“amanche” in Kirinchari dialect. When /ɲ/ preceds /ʧ/, it takes 50ms of duration to 

articulate, -26.6dB of  intensity, and the formant frequencies of 505Hz, 1708Hz, and 

3567Hz as F1, F2 and F3 respectively. The figure 24 will show the details of the 

preceding sound /ɲ/ in Kisimbiti.  

Figure 24: The Spectrogram of the Preceding Sound /ɲ/ of Variable /ʃ/ in a 

Word “amanshe” from Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The figure 24 shows the details on of the preceding sound /ɲ/ in the word “amanshe” 

from Kisimbit dialect shows. When /ɲ/ preceds /ʃ/, it takes 13ms, -28.5dB of  

intensity and formant frequencies 508Hz, 1797Hz and 3291Hz which are F1, F2 and 

F3 respectively. After observing data from both dialects on the preceding sound /ɲ/, 

the following is the comparative discussion of their data. 

The figure  23 and 24 show the data on the preceding sound /ɲ/ from both dialects 

with their respective variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/. When /ɲ/ preceds /ʧ/, it takes 56ms of 

duration, -26.6 intensity, and formant frequencies 505Hz, 1708Hz, and 3567Hz 

which are F1, F2, and F3 respectively. When /ɲ/ preceds /ʃ/, it takes 13ms, -28.5 

intensity and formant frequencies 508Hz, 1797Hz and 3291Hz wich are F1, F2 and 

F3. This means that, when /ɲ/ preceds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari dialect it is longer than when 

it preceds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. Also, when /ɲ/ preceds /ʧ/ in Kirinchari it has 

higher pitch in sound than when it preceds /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. From these findings, it 

can be concluded that the preceding sound /ɲ/ of both variables is not the cause of 

the sound alternation at hand, because there is no aspecific condition which may 

give clues on sound change. 
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Table 4: Total of Duration and Intensity of Preceding Sounds of the Variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari Dialect and /ʃ/ 

in Kisimbiti Dialect 

 Variable /ʧ/ Variable /ʃ/ 

Preceding 

sounds 

/a/ /ε/ /i/ /o/ /ɲ/ /ɸ/ total Aver /a/ /ε/ /i/ /o/ /ɲ/ /ɸ/ total Aver 

Duration 

(ms) 

54 93 79 73 50 - 349 69.8 51 79 66 72 13 - 281 56.2 

Intensity 

(dB) 

-

14.8 

-

16.6 

-

27.1 

-

17.9 

-

26.6 

- -

103 

20.6 -

14.4 

-

13.7 

-

26.3 

-

14.7 

-

28.5 

- -

97.6 

-

19.52 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The table 4 shows that the total of duration taken by the preceding sounds of variable 

/ʧ/ in Kirinchari is 349ms with the average of 69.8ms, while the total duration of 

preceding sounds of the varialbe /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti is 281ms with the average of 

56.2ms. This means that, the preceding sounds of varialbe /ʧ/ are longer than those of 

/ʃ/. The total intensity for the preceding sounds of variable /ʧ/ is -103dB with the 

average of -20.6dB while the total intensity for the variable /ʃ/ is -97.6 with the 

average of -19.52dB. This shows that, the preceding sounds of variable /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari has higher pitch of sound than of /ʃ/. Therefore, preceding sounds of 

variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari are longer and have higher pitch in sound than the 

preceding sounds of variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. The table 5 shows all words 

obtained in the field with mentioned preceding sounds. 

Table 5: Preceding Sounds of the Variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari Dialect and /ʃ/ in 

Kisimbiti Dialect 

No /a/ /ε/ /i/ /o/ /ɲ/ /ɸ/ 

1 sumaʧ(ʃ)a g
h
εʧ(ʃ)a iʧ(ʃ)ahε g

h
εƟoʧ(ʃ)o amanʧ(ʃ)e ʧ(ʃ)inƟukja 

2 εnyaʧ(ʃ)a  iʧ(ʃ)o moʧʃ)εrε honʧ(ʃ)ora ʧ(ʃ)iɳεɳi 

3 mo(s)ʃaʧ(ʃ)a  iʧ(ʃ)aru g
h
oʧ(ʃ)a ɳʧ(ʃ)o ʧ(ʃ)imandε 

4 hag
h
aʧ(ʃ)a     ʧ(ʃ)ora 

5 maʧ(ʃ)omu     ʧ(ʃ)inguru 

Total 5 1 3 3 3 5 

% 25 5 15 15 15 25 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

Table 5 shows the frequencies of occurrence of sound /a/ and /ɸ/ which are five 

marks for each sound and they appeared to have the highest frequency, /o/, /ɲ/ and /i/ 

have three frequencies each the last is /e/ which appeared once. This means that most 

of variables normally are preceded by sounds /a/ or /ɸ/ and in rare cases they are 
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preceded by /ε/. The figure 25 shows the total percentage of occurrence of each 

preceding sound. 

Figure 25: Percentage of Preceding Sounds of the Variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari 

Dialect and /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti Dialect 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

A figure 25 show that sounds /a/ and /ɸ/ have the highest percentage of 25% in each 

of the occurrences before the variables /ʃ/ and /ʧ/. Sounds /o/, /i/ and /ɲ/ have 15% 

each and the sound with low percentage is /ε/ with 5%.  

4.1.2.2 Syllable Position of the Variables /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ in both Kisimbiti and 

Kirinchari Respectively 

 Syllable is a phonological unit composed of one or more phoneme (Birjandi, 2005). 

Most of Bantu languages have the syllable structure of vowel, consonant plus vowel, 

consonant consonant vowel or consonant consonant consnant vowel. Although they 

are of different types, their positions are only three: initial, middle and final position, 

the position of the syllable can denote certain meaning syntactically.  Yohana (2009) 
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shows that, /z/ is realized in different positions in the word structure of Southern 

Chasu dialect which can occur as /ձ /. Although it is not consistent since its position 

varies as her graph shows, the syllable position of /z/ at initial position varies in the 

number of occurrences from its counterpart /ձ /. The study at hand shows the 

replacement of the variables in the respective place, this means that, where there is 

/ʃ/ sound in Kisimbiti dialect that position will be taken by /ʧ/ sound in Kirinchari 

dialect. The data shows that most of /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ sounds occur at the final syllables as 

the total of ten final syllables composed by 55.56%. Also, /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ sounds occuy 

the initial and middle syllables with the same number of four each and each sound is 

composed of 22.22%. Basing on this ground, /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ sounds can be observed at 

any position of the Kisimbiti and Kirinchari respectively although they are mostly 

found at the final syllables as table 6 shows: 

Table 6: Position of /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ Sounds in Kisimbiti and Kirinchari Word 

Structure 

No  Initial Middle Final 

1  ʧ(ʃ)imandε honʧ(ʃ)ora g
h
εʧ(ʃ)a 

2  ʧ(ʃ)ora maʧ(ʃ)omu Mo(s)ʃaʧ(ʃ)a 

3  ʧ(ʃ)iɳεɳi moʧʃ)εrε amanʧ(ʃ)e 

4  ʧ(ʃ)inƟukja iʧ(ʃ)ahε hag
h
aʧ(ʃ)a 

5  ʧ(ʃ)inguru iʧ(ʃ)aru g
h
oʧ(ʃ)a 

6    εnyaʧ(ʃ)a 

7    iʧ(ʃ)o 

8    ɳʧ(ʃ)o 

9    Sumaʧ(ʃ)a 

10    g
h
εƟoʧ(ʃ)o 

11 Total 5 5 10 

12 % 25 25 50 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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Table 6 shows the position of the syllable in the word structure of both /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ 

sounds in Kisimbiti and Kirinchari respectively. The table shows that the variables in 

final position of verbs have a greatest number than others and the highest number 

which is found in the final syllable constitutes 50% of all the percentage of the 

syllable position. The figure 26 shows the percentage of both variables in their 

respective positions in the word structures of both Kisimbiti and Kirinchari. 

Figure 26: Percentage of the Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

dialects’ Syllable Structure  

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

As figure 26 shows the percentage of syllable positions of the variables. It shows that 

most of variables occur at the final position of various words while both middle and 

initial position have the same occurances. The table 7 shows the syllable position in 

each word with regard to its respective word class. 
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Table 7: Syllable Position of Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in their Word Classes 

 Initial Middle Final 

Noun Ch(sh)inthukya 

Ch(sh)inyenyi 

Ch(sh)imande 

Ich(sh)ahe 

Moch(sh)ere 

Ghethoch(sh)o 

Enyach(sh)a 

Amanch(sh)e 

Mosach(sh)a 

Verb Ch(sh)ora Honch(sh)ora 

Nch(sh)o 

Ghoch(sh)a 

Haghach(sh)a 

Sumach(sh)a 

Adverb  Mach(sh)omu  

Adjective Ch(sh)inguru Ich(sh)o 

Ich(sh)aru 

 

Source: Field Data 2014 

Table 7 shows the words containing variables /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ in their respective word 

classes. This analysis helps us to examine the occurances of variables in syllable 

position and determine if they indicate certain direction which leads to sound 

change. From the above illustration, the syllable positions of variables are to be 

observed in all positions as they take initial, middle and final position. Table 8 

indicates total occurances of variables‟ position in their respective word classes. 

Table 8: Syllable Position of Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Different Word Classes 

 Initial Middle Final Total % 

Noun 3 2 4 9 45 

Verb 1 2 4 7 35 

Adverb - 1 - 1 5 

Adjective 1 2 - 3 15 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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Table 8 shows the total percentage of distribution of syllable position of the variables 

into their respective word classes. Therefore, the following  graph shows the number 

of syllable position for each word class. 

Figure 27: Percentage of Syllable Position of the Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Word 

Classes 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

 

Figure 27 shows the highest number of variables occurred at the final syllable where 

by both nouns and verbs fall under the same number, which reflects the results 

shown on table 7 and 8. The highest occurrence is at the final syllable. The lowest 

occurrence is observed at the middle syllable position with five occurrences where 

the highest occurrence is observed at initial syllable position with seven occurrences 

of the variables in both word structure of Kisimbiti and Kirinchari. Therefore, the 

highest number of occurrences is found at the final position of the word structure 

followed by the middle syllable positions and the last is one at the initial syllable 

position.  
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4.1.2.3 Distribution of Variables /ʧ/ from Kirinchari and /ʃ/ from Kisimbiti 

Dialects in Different Word Classes 

The variables are found in different word classes like nouns, verbs, adverbs and 

adjectives. The data reveal the presence of great number of variables (/ʃ/ and /ʧ/) in 

Kisimbiti and Kirinchari respectively where by the total number of items with the 

variable is twenty. Then nouns with the variable are nine and as it has been 

explained earlier, the variable replaces each other depending on the dialect at hand. 

This means that, where Kisimbiti uses /ʃ/ that place will be replaced by /ʧ/ sound in 

Kirinchari. Also, the variables are found in verbs where by there are seven verbs 

with the variables (/ʃ/ and /ʧ/). Among those variables, four of them are found at the 

final position of the word structure of Kisimbiti and Kirinchari, and both initial and 

middle syllable structure have one item each. Besides, the variables are only found 

in adverbs once and the adjectives are three each with one item each. Table 9 shows 

distribution of variables in different word classes: 

 

Table 9: Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ from Kirinchari and Kisimbiti Dialects in their 

Respective Word Classes 

No Nouns Verbs Adverbs Adjectives 

1 g
h
εƟoʧ(ʃ)o ɳʧ(ʃ)o maʧ(ʃ)omu iʧ(ʃ)o 

2 εnyaʧ(ʃ)a g
h
oʧ(ʃ)a  iʧ(ʃ)aru 

3 iʧ(ʃ)ahε hag
h
aʧ(ʃ)a  ʧ(ʃ)inguru 

4 ʧ(ʃ)inƟukja ʧ(ʃ)ora   

5 ʧ(ʃ)iɳεɳi honʧ(ʃ)ora   

6 moʧʃ)εrε g
h
εʧ(ʃ)a   

7 amanʧ(ʃ)e sumaʧ(ʃ)a   

8 Mo(s)ʃaʧ(ʃ)a    

9 ʧ(ʃ)imandε    

Total 9 7 1 3 

% 45 35 5 15 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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From table 9 the percentage of variables in noun word class seems to be the highest 

than other word classes as it consists of 45% where verbs which consists of 35% 

makes it to be the second in terms of percentage. The third words class the adjective 

which has 15% and the last one is adverb with 5%. Figure 28 shows the percentage 

of variables in different word classes: 

Figure 28: Percentage of Variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ from Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

Dialects in Different Word Classes 

 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

Figure 28 show that noun has highest percentage, followed by verbs, and lastly the 

adverb and adjective which have the same rank. All the mentioned word classes are 

the major word classes this brings the insight of the same origin of the two dialects. 

In addition, the words which consist of variables are the same from each dialect, but 

they have replacement of variables depending on the dialect at hand. Therefore, the 

distribution of variables in both word classes and syllable positions reveal the 

occurrence of variables in all syllable positions which are initial, middle and final 

syllables. Also, the word classes in which the variables are found are nouns, verbs, 
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adverbs and adjectives where by the great number is found in noun, followed by 

verbs, then adverbs and adjectives. Basing on the discussion on the distribution of 

the variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/, the following discussion will be on the language contact to 

examine if it can cause the sound alternation at hand. 

4.1.2.4 Language Contact as the Cause of Sound Alternation 

The sound shift occurs when a particular sound is replaced by another sound 

(McIntyre, n.d. p 1-6). This process has been proved by Yohana (2009) where the 

Soutern Chasu dialect‟s /z/ and /z/ are shifting to /Ɵ/and /ձ / respectively in their 

informal speeches as the result of language contact with Ngweno. The result above 

shows that the sound /ʧ/ from Kirinchari dialect and which is used by the majority of 

Kurya dialects has shifted to /ʃ/ sound which is used by Simbiti dialect. According to 

Yohana (2009), the sound shift is caused by language contact as she shows that the 

contact of Southern Chasu dialect with Ngweno led to sound /s/ and /z/ to be 

realized as /Ɵ/ and /ձ / respectively. Simbiti dialect has language contact with Luo, 

Kabwa, Swahili, and Jita. Therefore, the study needs to focus on how the nearest 

languages can be the causes of the sound shift as discussed below. 

4.1.2.4.1 Assessing Luo Effect on Production of /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti 

Luo language as shown on the figure 1 is represented by number 45 and it separates 

other Kurya dialects from Suba (Simbiti). The Luo language is Nilo-saharan 

language which is spoken in Kenya, Uganda, Southern Sudan and Tanzania 

(Tanzania ethnologue, 2012). Furthermore, the language contact between Luo and 

Kisimbiti or other Kurya dialects is proved by Chacha (2014) as he shows the 

borrowing of various traditions like music and words. Due to those facts, the 

researcher looked on the Luo‟s phonemes to examine if there is any influence. 
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According to Cable (2009), Luo language does not have /ʃ/ sound in its consonant 

sounds. Besides, it has only /ʧ/ sound as in the following illustration in table 10 

shows. 

Table 10: Luo Words with /ʧ/ Sound 

Luo word Transcription Glos 

Wachno waʧno That issue 

Chik ʧik Law 

Nochopo noʧopo Arrived 

Ochung‟ oʧuŋ Wake up 

Machielo maʧiεlo Another 

Source: Luo Bible in Mathew 2 

According to Chacha (2014), Kurya language has contact with Luo language 

something which led to new pigeon known as Kiine. This proves the effect of Luo 

language to Kisimbiti dialect which is found between Kurya dialects given number 

38 in the map and Simbiti number 98. Poul (1986/1970) in Kataoka (2011) 

comments that the causes of sound change is the articulatory representation which 

developed time to time and where the current change is appreciated than the earlier 

one. Also, Yohana (2009) proves that change, when explaining the causes of sound 

shift in Southern Chasu dialect which is caused by language contact with Gweno 

language as it is observed in informal speeches of Southern Chasu dialect. The 

language contact between Luo and Simbiti is observed as the new vocabularies were 

borrowed from Luo language with their meanings as shown below: 
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Table 11: Borrowed Words from Luo in Kisimbiti Language 

Luo word Simbiti Simbiti’s 

articulation  

Glos 

Nyawana Nyawana ɲawana Parents of 

son/daughter in-

law. 

Mbas Mbasi mbasi Age mate 

Source: Field Data 2014 

Basing on the above explanations and illustrations, although Luo language has 

various impacts in Kurya language; it does not have /ʃ/ sound that could trigger the 

changes from /ʧ/ to /ʃ/ sound which is observed in the majority of Kurya dialects.  

4.1.2.4.2 Assessing the Contribution of Kiswahili Language to Presence of /ʃ/ 

Sound in Kisimbiti 

Another language contact is between Kisimbiti and Kiswahili. Kiswahili is the 

national language used all the Tanzania as the means of communication for public 

and government. Kiswahili has both /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ sounds in its consonants as the 

following data from TUKI (2010) show. Table 13 represents anthography and 

pronunciation. 
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Table 12: Swahili Words with /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ 

Swahili word Transcription Glos 

Cheza ʧεza Play 

Cheka ʧεka Lough 

Chora ʧora Draw 

Chura ʧura Flog 

Chai ʧai Tea 

Mshahara mʃahara Salary 

Mashine maʃinε Machine 

Shangazi ʃngazi Aunty 

Shamba ʃamba Farm 

Shetani ʃεtani Devil 

Source; TUKI, (2010) 

 As discussed earlier, the sound change can be caused by language contact where by 

certain sound is adopted from another language or dialect. Basing on that notion, the 

language contact between Simbiti and Swahili was examined to find out the 

probability of adoption of /ʃ/ from Kiswahili the evidence shows that there is no any 

indication for adaptation of /ʃ/ sound in Simbiti. Table 13 illustrates the borrowed 

words from Swahili language to Simbiti dialect. 

Table 13: Borrowed Words from Swahili Language 

Swahili Rinchari Simbiti Simbiti’s articulation Glossary 

Sana Ehethereye Sana Sana More/very 

Shule Isukuri Shure ʃulε School 

Kanisa Ahaseha 

gosengera 

Erikanisa Εrikanisa Church 

Soma Bhong‟aini Ghosoma g
h
osoma Read 

Duara Risunguria Riduara Riduara Cycle 

Source: Field Data, 2014 
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The data above shows that Simbiti dialect borrowed many words from Swahili than 

Rinchari as the variable /ʃ/ is seen in Simbiti dialect in the word „shule”. There is no 

any relationship with the sound change observed, where any place occupied by /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari is replaced by /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti.  

4.1.2.4.3 Assessing Triggers from Kabwa and Jita Language for Production of 

/ʃ/ Sound in Kisimbiti 

Kabwa language is in Niger-Congo group and in the language family of Logool-

Kurya. The language is spoken in Mara region and it has lexical similarity of 80% 

with Suba-Simbiti, 73% with Kurya and has the group number (E. 405) (Tanzania 

ethnologue, 2012). The language is represented by number 28 on the map of 

Western Tanzania languages it has no sound /ʃ/ in its consonant sounds according to 

short explanations from its native speakers.  The Jita language is a Niger-Congo 

language in the language family of Haya-Jita (E.25). The lexical similarity with 

Kurya or Suba-Simbiti has not been described in Tanzania ethnologue (2012). The 

language is spoken in Mara region and it has is no written document found which 

would help to examine the phonological features of Kabwa and Jita to see if they 

have /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ sound. 

4.1.3 Semantic Variations Resulting from the Presences of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ Sounds 

between Kirinchari and Kisimbiti Dialects Respectively 

The observasion shows that all words contain the variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ is the same in 

both dialects in terms of their morphological structure. The words have same 

number of syllables and arrangements of the phonemes forming a respective word. 

The words have similar meaning which the particular word posses. Probably, these 

languages have the similar origin as they have similar meanings for the words which 
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have variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/. Table 14 shows the words which contain variables and 

their meaning in English language.  

Table 14: Semantic Relation of Words Contains of Variable /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ in 

Kirinchari and Kisimbiti Dialects 

No Kirinchari Kisimbiti Gloss 

1 g
h
εʧa g

h
εʃa Cut 

2 mosaʧa moʃaʃa Man 

3 amanʧε amanʃe Water 

4 ʧεmandε ʃεmandε Groundnuts 

5 honʧora swεra/ honʃora Exchange/return 

6 hag
h
aʧa hag

h
aʃa Build 

7 ʧora ʃora collect/gather up 

8 g
h
oʧa/ kohoolaa g

h
oʃa pund/crush/mash 

9 εnyaʧa εnyaʃa Lake 

10 iʧo iʃo Yesterday 

11 inʧo inʃo Come 

12 maʧomu maʃomu Fine 

13 moʧεrε moʃεrε Rice 

14 sumaʧa sumaʃa Speak 

15 iʧahε iʃahε Tea 

16 ʧiɳεɳi ʃiɳεɳi Vegetable 

17 g
h
εƟoʧo g

h
εƟoʃo Hare 

18 ʧinguru ʃinguru Power 

19 iʧaru iʃaru Many 

20 ʧinƟukja ʃinƟukja Hair 

Source: Field Data, 2014 

Table 14 shows the semantic correspondence of all words with variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/. 

Interestingly, are the words having similarities this means that they are not varying 

as other vocabularies which change as the communities separate from each other. 
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This indicates the possibility of these two dialects had one sound, but as the time 

went on Simbiti developed new sound which replaced the original one. 

Syntactically, the variables have different meanings depending on the syllabic 

position taken by the variable and nature of the root. As said earlier, the variables 

replace each other depending on the dialect at hand. Therefore, the following 

elaborations consider both variables in their respective dialects. The syllable position 

is the place which is taken by a certain syllable in a respective word. There are three 

syllable positions namely initial, middle and final syllable with their syntactical 

meaning as discussed bellow. 

The syllable that comes first in the word has different syntactical meanings, for 

example, in Southern Chasu when /z/ is at the initial syllable of the verb it denotes 

command (Yohana 2009). The variables /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ both take the initial position with 

different meanings. According to the data obtained, the variables are found in initial 

position of the nouns to denote denoting plurality as the following examples verify: 

i. Ch(sh)i-nthukya -hairs 

ii. Ch(sh)e-mande -grandnuts 

iii. Ch(sh)i-nyenyi -vagetables 

iv. Ch(sh)e-nswe  -fishes 

v. Ch(sh)e-ng‟ombe -cattle 

In addition, some verbs seem to have the variables as their initial syllables which 

stand like the root of the verb as the following example shows: 

i. Ch(sh)o-ra - gather up 
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The above examples from the nouns and verb show the variables at the initial 

position from both dialects as reported earlier that the variables replace each other 

depending on the dialect at hand. 

Regarding the middle syllable position, the variables take this position with only one 

meaning of being a root of the word. According to the data obtained, the variables in 

middle syllable positions are found in nouns, verbs and adverbs. The following 

examples show the variable in the middle syllable positions in their respective word 

classes: 

A. Nouns 

a) Ich(sh)a-he  -tea 

b) Moch(sh)e-re  -rice 

B. Verbs 

Honch(sh)o-ra  -return 

C. Adverb 

a) Mach(sh)o-mu -good 

Finally, the variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ from Kirinchari and Kisimbiti respectively have 

been observed at the final syllable positions of different word classes as the 

following examples show: 

1. Nouns 

1) Ge-thoch (sh)o -hare 

2) E-nyach(sh)a  -lake 

3) A-manch(sh)e  -water 

4) Mo-sach(sh)a  -man 

2. Verbs 

1) Sumach(sh)a  -speak 
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2) Ghoch(sh)a  -crash 

3) Haghach(sh)a  -biuld 

4) Ghech(sh)a  -cut 

3. Adjective 

1) Ich(sh)o  -tomorow 

The syllable position taken by the variables indicates certain meaning syntactically. 

As the above examples show, most of the variables occur at the final position 

followed by initial position and the last is middle position. Also, the most syntactical 

meaning of the variables at the final and middle syllable position is a root of that 

word. In addition, the variables at the initial position which denote plurality are 

observed in the nouns only while in verbs they become the root of that verb. 

Therefore, all positions taken by variables have certain meaning which is the same 

to all dialects. 

Also, the data show that there is no [ʃ] sound in Kirinchari. Also, [ʧ] sound can be 

followed by another /ʧ/ sound only in nouns like “chacha” and not in other words as 

observed in the word “mosacha” /mosaʧa/ while in Kisimbiti [ʃ] sound can be 

followed by another [ʃ] as in the word /moʃaʃa/. In Kisimbiti, [ʧ] sound is only found 

in male written names like chacha /ʧaʧa/ which is observed in all Kurya dialects. 

The finding shows that when the parents register their children at school or hospital 

after giving birth, they used to order the registers to write the name “shasha” but due 

to generalization, the name “chacha” is registereters used to write “chacha”. In 

informal conversation in Simbiti dialect, the speakers use name the “shasha” and not 

“chacha” as it is registered at school or on birth certificates.  
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Basing on this view, there is the possibility of the shifting from /ʧ/ sound used by the 

majority to /ʃ/ sound as observed in Kisimbiti dialect. This is agreed with what 

Yohana (2009) suggests on Chasu shifting of sound which is observed in their 

informal speeches. On contrary, in the formal speeches, they use /s/ and /z/ as before 

the shifting although it was not brought by language contact. This shows that 

possibly, /ʧ/ sound in Kisimbiti dialect sound /ʧ/ was ealier used in both informal 

and formal communications. Later on the sound /ʃ/ was introduced and its effect is 

observed in new generation as today it is used in all the informal speeches of the 

new generation. 

4.2 Discussion of the Research Findings 

4.2.1 Discussion of the Lexical Items (words) with /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ Sounds in 

Kirinchari and Kisimbiti Dialects Respectively 

Table 1 show all words contain /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds obtained from a wordlist and 

reading passage used to collect data in the field. The data shown in figures 2, 3, 4 

and 5 indicate various details such as: duration in mill seconds, the fundamental 

frequency and intensity. The duration of variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ differ, where variable 

/ʃ/ has 13 mill seconds, and variable /ʧ/ has 17 mill seconds which indicate that, the 

articulation of variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari takes longer time than that of variable /ʃ/ in 

Kisimbiti. The formant frequency of the variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ differ, where variable 

/ʃ/ has F1 (Hz) of 574, F2 (Hz) of 1699 and F3 (Hz) of 2745; while variable /ʧ/ has 

F1 (Hz) of 599, F2 (Hz) of 1725 and F3 (Hz) of 2788. Also, their intensity differs as 

well. For instance, the intensity for variable /ʧ/ is -17.6 dB which is higher than the 

intensity of variable /ʃ/ which is -24.0 dB.  
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Generally, the analysis done by using Speech Analyzer shows that, these are two 

different sounds with different details as the variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari dialect is 

longer and higher than variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. By identifying these as two 

different sounds which alternate from one dialect to another, this proves the presence 

of sounds alternation between /ʧ/ in Kirinchari and /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect and hence 

gives the researcher a reason to continue with the findings of the phonological 

environment for the causes of that alternation.  

4.2.2 Causes of Sound Variations /ʧ/ in Kirinchari →/ʃ/ in Kisimbiti Dialects 

Respectively 

As discussed above, there are some possibilities that Kisimbiti (Suba) previously use 

/ʧ/ sound as other Kurya dialects. The indicators for this are the similarities in the 

meaning of words which consist of variable /ʃ/ as the table 20 shows. The data show 

that all the words which consist of variables /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ have similar meaning by 

which the native speakers understand each other. Also, the data proves that the 

variables are replacing each other at the same syllable position with the same 

syntactical meaning. In addition, the variables are found only in the major word 

classes which are noun, verb, adverb and adjective. Basing on this ground, probably 

the Simbiti (Suba) previously used /ʧ/ sound used in its formal and informal 

speeches. Therefore, the discussion about the causes in sound alternation of this 

study typically takes into account the soud shifting from /ʧ/ to /ʃ/ as observed in 

Kisimbiti dialect. 

Another reason for language change is the phonological environment by which the 

particular sound may occur, for example, Bantu languages reduced its vowels from 

seven to five where <e o> may be [ε ɔ] as it is found in Shona language where /i/ 
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became [e] after [e, o] (Odden n.d.p 3-9). The preceding and proceeding sounds of 

variables /ʃ/ and /ʧ/ in their respective dialects show the preceding sounds of 

variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari are longer than that of /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. Also, the intensity 

of proceeding sounds of variable /ʧ/ is also higher than of /ʃ/. This means that the 

preceding sounds of variable /ʧ/ in Kirinchari take longer time to be articulated and 

have higher pitch in sound than those of variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti.  

On another side the proceeding sounds of variable /ʧ/ are shorter than those of 

variable /ʃ/, and their intensity is higher than those of variable /ʃ/. Also, variable /ʧ/ 

in Kirinchari is preceded by longer sounds with higher pitch in sound than those of 

variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti.As discussed above, the preceding and proceeding sounds in 

this study have been analyzed to find their triggering to the sound shift. The 

observation shows that, the sound that occurs before and after the variables are the 

same from both dialects, although they have different duration and intensity. The 

findings show that the preceding and proceeding sounds match with the qualities of 

the respective variable where by the proceeding sounds of variable /ʧ/ are longer and 

higher like the qualities of /ʧ/ itself. This denotes the connectivity with the coming 

or previous sound. Therefore, they do not show any conditions which make the rule 

for the coming or previous sound. 

The sound change can be caused by sound shift (McIntyre n.d 1-6) as the result of 

language contact where the sorrounding languages can influence the change of 

sound from the previous to the new one as explained by Yohana (2009). According 

to her, the Southern Chasu changed its sounds to be the same as of its neighboring 

languages. She further explains that basing on daily contact between the Southern 

Chasu and Gweno, the sound /z/ changed to /Ɵ/ and /s/ to /ձ / in their informal 
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speech. This shows that, before language contact between Southern Chasu and 

Gweno those sounds were producing the same in both formal and informal speech. 

Therefore, the following discussion focuses on the effect of other languages 

surrounding Kisimbiti to find if they lead to that change. 

Starting with the contribution of Luo language for the sound change, the above 

discussion shows how the language contact between Luo language and Simbiti 

language has led to various words and traditions being transmitted to both 

languages. Although the language contact between these two languages has several 

impacts, they do not lead to the change of sound /ʃ/ used by Simbiti. The Luo 

language has no /ʃ/ sound in its consonant sounds and even words which were 

borrowed from Luo do not consist of /ʃ/ sound. Therefore, Luo language does not 

influence the sound change unlike in Kisimbiti. 

Secondly, the language which has language contact with Simbiti is Kiswahili as 

discussed with illustration above. Swahili language has /ʃ/ sound in its consonant 

sounds and the table shows only one word which borrowed from Swahili which is 

“shule”. The borrowed word has different representative in Kirinchari, where they 

use “isikuri” which was borrowed from English language then modified to suit 

Bantu pronunciation. Probably, the borrowing was caused by the language contact 

with other languages from Kenya where English has great impact. The language 

contact between Swahili and Simbiti does not give the clue on the cause sound 

change because it was found only once and it does not observed to be replaced in 

another dialect. 
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So far, the language contact as suggested by Yohana (2009) to have caused the 

sound shift in Southern Chasu does not reflect the reality in sound shifting in 

Kisimbiti. All the languages that have contact with Simbiti do not show any clue to 

be the cause of sound shift from /ʧ/ to /ʃ/. Although, Simbiti has borrowed some 

words from Swahili, only one word had the variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti, while the same 

word has different representation in Kirinchari. However, there were no enough 

written documents in Kabwa and Jita to be used in discussing the causes of sound 

alternation. Typically, the language contact discussed does not give any clue on the 

cause of sound alternation in this study and hence gives the room to discuss other 

causes. 

The sound variation discussed in this study is from /ʧ/ sound used by which is 

majority Kurya dialects to /ʃ/ observed only in Kisimbiti. As discussed above, there 

is a possibility of Simbiti dialect to have used the /ʧ/ sound previously as their 

names in written form use /ʧ/ in “chacha”. As well as the presence of variables in the 

major word classes such as nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives indicate the 

possibility of having /ʧ/ sound in both dialects. Also, the presence of replacement of 

variables in the same syllable positions and the same preceding and proceeding 

sounds indicate the possibility of having the same origin that uses /ʧ/. Paul 

(1886/1970) in Kataoka (2011) suggests that the shifting of representation occurs 

with certain directions, because certain sounds are easier to articulate than others. 

From the notion of “easierness”, probably, after mispronunciation of /ʃ/ instead of 

/ʧ/, Simbiti speakers find it easier as it is shorter and lower as its preceding sounds 

than the /ʧ/ soun. Simbiti speakers accept it and have started to use it in their 

communications. 
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According to Paul (1886/1970) in Kataoka (201) there are sound changes which are 

caused by repeated mispronunciations probably, after the rise of simple 

pronunciation /ʃ/ to replace /ʧ/ which is difficult in pronouncing, it keeps on 

repeating and hence spread in the community as the previous communities were 

living at one area as one family. He continues by saying that, the change of sounds 

exist in ones memory which is modified frequently and where the current sensation 

is more appreciated than the old one. Probably, the new sound was favoured due to 

psychological and cognitive basis as suggested by Paul (1886/1970) in Kataoka 

(2011). 

Also, Paul (1886/1970) in Kataoka (2011) suggests that the auditory representation 

is based on the sound inventory of the speaker which comprises of all what he or she 

has been exposed to. Due to that suggestion, there is a possibility of the new 

generation grew in the use of /ʃ/ sound in all Simbiti community of which has 

replaced /ʧ/ sound and made it is the right sound in their community. In addition, 

Paul (1886/1970) in Kataoka (2011) suggests that, the speakers have the control of 

whether to follow their speech community as the community norm of pronunciation 

and great change will be realized in the new generation. Possibly, the new 

generation agreed to the new sound /ʃ/ of which makes the accept change to be 

realized even now in whole Simbiti community. Therefore, from all what have been 

discussed in this study, possibly the Simbiti (Suba) use /ʧ/ sound, but after the 

introduction of simple sound by the community, transmitted from one generation to 

another and became their identity from other Kurya dialects. 
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4.3 Conclusion 

This chapter discussed the analysis of data as it starts with presentation of data 

obtained in the field, analyzing the variables in both dialects by using the Speech 

Analyzer programme and the discussion of the findings. The findings indicate that 

both phonological and language contact are not the causes of sound variation at hand 

rather than being allophones of /ʧ/ sound. Also, the findings show that there is no 

semantic variation caused by the presence of variables /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti dialects respectively. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter gives the summary of the findings basing on the objectives of the study, 

the conclusive argument on the study carried out and recommendations for further 

studies. Lastly, the chapter concludes by itself. 

5.1 Summary of the Findings 

This study was to investigate the sound alterations of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti respectively and their impacts on meaning, both Kisimbiti and Kirinchari 

have been taken into account as Kurya dialects as the previous discussion concluded. 

The selection of Kirinchari dialect to represent other Kurya dialects is the use /ʧ/ 

sound and the distance from Simbiti dwelling and other dialects. Also, the selection 

of Kisimbiti dialect based on the truth that it bears /ʃ/ sound. This dialect is found in 

Rorya District and it separated from other Kurya dialects by Luo community. The 

study was conducted at Bitiryo and Kuruya villages in Rorya District where Simbiti 

live and the informants were both male and female who speak Simbiti as their native 

language. On the side of Kirinchari, the data were collected from two villages 

namely Nyabirongo and Korothambe, in which Kirinchari spoken as a native 

language.  

The goal of the study was to describe the cause of phenomenon of sound alteration 

between /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ which is found in two dialects of Kurya language – Kirinchari 

and Kisimbiti respectively. The study focused on the following objectives: 

(a) To identify the lexical items (words) with /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ sounds in Kirinchari and 

Kisimbiti dialects respectively. 
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(b) To investigate the causes of the sound alterations in Kirinchari and Kisimbiti 

dialects as long as the sound variations of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ are present. 

(c) To examine the semantic variations resulting from the presences of /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ 

sounds between Kirinchari and Kisimbiti dialects respectively. 

Those objectives were achieved though the variationist theoretical framework by 

Labov (1972) in Tagliamonte (2006) which balances both linguistic and social 

structures of the language community at hand and artuculatory drift by Paul 

(1886/1970) in Kataoka (2011) which explains how sounds change. The data were 

collected through wordlist and reading passage, where by the respondents from both 

speech communities responds were inlvoved. To obtain supplementary information 

on the findings on the causes of sound change in Kisimiti dialect, the interview was 

done especially with heads of primary schools in Bitiryo and medical assistant at 

Kinesi hospital. 

From both the wordlist and reading passage, twenty words containing variables /ʃ/ 

and /ʧ/ were collected and analysed. The variables were observed to replace each 

other at the same place and syntactical meaning depending on the dialect at hand. 

Therefore, the sound /ʧ/ was taken as the independent variable as it is used by 

majority of Kurya dialects and the analysis of language contacts with Simbiti were 

done.  

Thereafter, the analysis was done on causes sound variation /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ in Kirinchari 

and Kisimbiti respectively by assessing the phonological environment and language 

contact to determine if it led to sound shift in Kisimbiti. The study findings reveal 

that variables replace each other in the same syllable position. The preceding sound 
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observed were /a, ε, i, o, ɲ, ɸ/ and proceeding sounds were /a, ε, i, o/. There is the 

possibility that the preceding sounds of both variables favour the productions of the 

coming sounds as the variable /ʧ/ is preceded by longer and higher sounds than those 

of variable /ʃ. Also, the study findings reveal that the syllables are found at initial, 

middle and final positions; where at initial position they indicate plurality, while 

both middle and final position indicate the root of the word. The four word classes 

which were observed include nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives of which the 

findings reveal that the great numbers of variables were found in noun class. Form 

the study findings it can be conducted that, there is no phonological environment 

which leads to the sound change. 

After phonological environment analysis, then the language contact was examined 

by using figure 1. According to figure 1 from ethnologue (2012), Simbiti (Suba) is 

surrounded by three languages which are Kabwa, Luo, and Jita, also Kiswahili 

language is used as the formal language. Therefore, the analysis was made on the 

contribution of those four languages for the introduction of /ʃ/ sound in Simbiti 

language. The study findings indicate that all four languages did not show any clue 

on influence on the sound shift of /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti. 

Furthermore, the study findings show that there is no any semantic variation as all 

twenty words are similar meaning. This indicates that, the sound alternation between 

/ʃ/ and /ʧ/ does not give different meaning. Also, the findings show that, the words 

consist of variables were consistently compared to other words. This indicates the 

probability of both dialects have the same origin. 
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Finally, as Paul (1886/1970) in Kataoka (2011) suggests in his”Articulator Drift” 

theory that the shifting of representation occurs with certain directions, because 

other sounds are easier to articulate than others. The findings show that /ʃ/ sound is 

easier to articulate than /ʧ/ sound and hence this can be viewed as co-articulation. 

The causes of sound alternation studied in this research probably started as 

mispronouncing /ʧ/ as /ʃ/. The sound /ʃ/ appears to be easier to pronounce than /ʧ/ 

sound and then was accepted by the community. Probably, the change was 

introduced by upper class of the Simbiti speech community as McIntyre (n.d.p 1-6) 

suggests that the phonological variable accepted by upper class spread rapidly than 

when used by lower class. Then, the mispronounced sound /ʃ/ repeated and was 

accepted by the whole Simbiti community and transmitted from one generation to 

another in their speeches except in written form of names like “Chacha and 

Nchagwa”. Therefore, the two sounds /ʧ/ and /ʃ/ are allophones used in two different 

dialects named Kirinchari and Kisimbiti respectively. 

5.2 Recommendations 

The adequate written documents of Bantu languages should be studied for the 

researchers to have adequate resources to make their findings more valid. There is a 

need for linguists to conduct the study to examine a clear demarcation between a 

language and dialect especially, to state out the percentage of lexical similarity by 

which a particular language qualify to be considered as the language or dialect. For 

example, Tanzania ethnologue (2012) considers Simbiti (Suba) and Kurya as 

different languages, while having lexical similarity for 84%. They equally consider 

Mvita and Bajun as the dialects of Swahili language, while they have lexical 

similarity for 78%. This indicates the use of individual‟s opinions and subjective 
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perceptions to classify the Bantu language as said by Maho (2001). Therefore, the 

clear range should be agreed to clear up such contradiction. 

Also, various studies should be conducted to determine phonological descriptions in 

Bantu languages where by the basic phonological details can be written down before 

these languages disappear. During the process of conducting this study, there were a 

great need of phonological material in language which which surround Kisimbiti 

language like Kabwa and Jita, but there was no any phonological material especially 

sounds of these languages. 

Lastly, the studies should be conducted to examine the dialects of various Bantu 

languages including Kurya language. This seems to be a problem as there are many 

minor language lies in Kurya language and they are not recognized as dialects. Also, 

the studies on new language brought by the language contact between Luo and 

Kurya known as Kiine as introduced by Chacha (2004) should be studied clearly. 

The same study can be done in other Bantu languages as most of them have no 

phonological descriptions. 

5.3 Conclusion 

The chapter gives explaination on the summary of the findings based on interpreting 

the objectives by answering the research questions. The findings of this study show 

the possibility of simplicity in articulating /ʃ/ sound in Kisimbiti as compared to /ʧ/ 

sound used by the majority of Kurya dialects including Kirinchari dialect. This is 

supported by the qualities of preceding sounds of variable /ʧ/ and sound /ʧ/ itself as 

they take longer duration with higher pitch in sound in Kirinchari dialect than the 

preceding sounds of variable /ʃ/ in Kisimbiti dialect. Also, the chapter shows the 

recommendations for the further studies including the need for conducting studies to 
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find phonological description of Bantu languages. It also recommends for the 

acceptable range of the lexical similarity of languages or dialects by which the 

language classifications can be done.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Wordlist Translated for both Kisimbiti and Kirinchari,  

SN English Kiswahili Kirinchari Kisimbiti 

1 Woman Mwanamke Mokari Mokari 

2 Cows ng'ombe Eng‟ombe Eng‟ombe 

3 Dog Mbwa Esese Esese 

4 Uncle Mjomba 
Mamai/ 

nyakorome 
Mame 

5 brother-in-law Shemeji Mokwe Mokwe 

6 Run Kimbia Kenya Kenya 

7 See Ona Maha Maha 

8 Cry Lia Kura Kura 

9 Sleep Lala Rara Rara 

10 That Kile Kera Kera 

11 There Kule Hara Era 

12 Where? Wapi? Hai Hayi 

13 Here Hapa Hano Hano 

14 Good Vizuri Mbuya Mbuya 

15 Bitter Chungu Endororo Ndoro 

16 Beautiful Mzuri Umuya Umuya 

17 Little Kidogo 
Enkee/ 

eghekee 
Kekee 

18 Circumcise Tahiri Sara Sara 

19 Believe Amini Ughukumia kohamini 

20 Peace Amani Omorembe mirembe 

21 Bite Uma Roma Roma 

22 Neighbour Jirani Morobheri jirani 

23 Cassava Mihogo 
marebwa/ 

mghoche 
Marebwa 
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24 Food Chakula Byakorya byakorya 

25 Wizard Mchawi Moroghi 
muthuruthumbi/ 

moroghi 

26 Man Mwanaume Mosacha Mushasha 

27 Moon Mbalamwezi Umweri Umweri 

28 Claouds Mawingu Masaro Masaro 

29 Floods Mafuriko amafuriko amafuriko 

30 Maize Mahindi Amasori amasori 

31 Run Kimbia Kenya kenya 

32 Best Bora Kiya kiya 

33 Bad Mbaya Imbebhe kighogho 

34 His 
Ya 

mwanaume 
yomosacha yamoshasha 

35 Hers 
Ya 

mwanamke 
yomokari yomokari 

36 Him 
   

37 Her 
   

38 Rain Mvua Mbura Mbura 

39 Nine Tisa Kenda Kenda 

40 Yellow Njano Njano Iyanjano 

41 Black Nyeusi Mwamu Mwamu 

42 Blue Bluu Buruu Iyaburu 

43 Porridge Uji Kirunguri Kerongori 

44 Plan Lengo, nia Rirengo Rirengo 

45 Action Kitendo Ghokora Eghethendo 

46 Leaves Majani Manyanki Manyanki 

47 Where Wapi Hai Hayi 

48 When Lini Lohai Rohe 

49 What Nini Kee Kee 

50 Which Kipi, ipi, lipi Kehai Kehe/ehe/rehe 
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51 Who Yupi Ohai ohe 

52 Along Kando Mbareka Mbareka 

53 Head Kichwa Motwe Motwe 

54 Ear Sikio Ughutwi Kothwe 

55 Eye Jicho Iriso Iriso 

56 Tangue Ulimi Roreme Roreme 

57 Skin Ngozi Risakwa Risakwa 

58 Nail Kucha Rokomo Nkomo 

59 Blood Damu Amanyinga Amanyinga 

60 
Sorrow/misfortune/bereave

ment 
Msiba Ghukwerwa Uruku 

61 Bushland/wilderness Pori Risaka Risaka 

62 Fool/idiot Mjinga Mokangi Mokangi 

63 Be bold Jasiri Mokarehe Mokarehe 

64 Silent Kimya Mokiri Bhukiri 

65 Cruel Kali Ndoro Ndoro 

66 Liar Mwongo Morongo Morongo 

67 To be honest Mkweli Mohene Mohene 

68 And Na Ola ni 

69 Of Ya Kya kya 

70 Of Wa Wa wa 

71 For Kwa Kwa kwa 

72 Is Ni Ni ni 

73 Under Chini Hanse Hanse 

74 Beside Pembeni Mbareka Mbareka 

75 Front Mbele Mbere Mbere 

76 On Kwenye Ko Ko 

77 With Yenye Ene Eno 

78 
 

Chenye Kene Keno 

79 Goat Mbuzi Imburi Mbori 
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80 Calf Ndama Kemori Kemori 

81 Hen Kuku Ngoko Ngoko 

82 Bird Ndege Kinyunyi Kinyonyi 

83 millet Mtama Mahemba Amahemba 

84 Write Andika Handeka Handeka 

85 Sit Kalia Ughukara Ikara 

86 Take out Ondoa Rusya Henya/ rusya 

87 Take away/from Toa Rusia Rusya 

88 Send Tuma Thoma Thoma 

89 Give to Kabidhi Hana Hana 

90 Present Wasilisha Hira hira 

91 Represent Wakilisha Ukuhirira ukuhirira 

92 Sing Imba Bhina Bhina 

93 Prise Sifu Konga Kumya/ konga/ 

94 Advertise Tangaza 
Thebya 

bhantho 
Thebya abhantho 

95 Buy Nunua Ghora Ghora 

96 Sell Uza Ghurya Ghonya 

97 Elope / assist to run away Torosha Ngosya ngosya 

98 Marry Oa Thetha thetha 

99 Destroy Teketeza Taserya Sarya/ samba 

100 Destroy Haribu Sarya Sarya 

101 Manufacture/ assemble Tengeneza Kora Kora 

102 Demolish/destroy/ruin Bomoa Sarya Bomora/sarya 

102 Morning Asubuhi Inkyo/bokeye Nyinkyo 

103 Fire Moto Moroo Moro 

104 Rain Mvua Mbura Mbura 

105 Cold Baridi Mbeho Mbeho 

106 Heat Joto Roha Roha 
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107 Very Sana Enene Kemwe 

108 Small Kidogo Egheke Kekee 

109 Big/large Kubwa Enene Enene 

110 Thin Nyembamba Inyere Inyere 

111 Fat Nene Endomba Endomba 

112 Wide Pana Ngare Ngare 

113 Hard Ngumu nkong‟u Nkong‟u 

114 Smooth Laini Nyohu Nyohu 

115 Light Nyepesi Ehoho Hoho 

116 Star Nyota Enokwe Enonkwe 

118 Warm Kavu Inyihumu Inyomo 

119 Black Nyeusi Imwamu Imwamu 

120 Yellow Njano Njano njano 

121 White Nyeupe endabhu endabhu 

122 One Moja Emo emo 

123 Two Mbili Abhere Abhere 

124 Four Nne Kane Kane 

125 Five Tano kathano kathano 

126 Six Sita sansabha sansabha 

127 Seven Saba muhungathe muhungathe 

128 Eight Nane   

129 Nine Tisa Kenda kenda 

130 Ten Kumi Ikomi Ikomi 

131 Twenty Ishini 
Morongo 

ebhere 

Meronmerongo 

ebhere 

132 Thirty four 
Thelathini na 

nne 

Morongo 

ethatho na 

inyai 

Merongo ithathu 

na kanne 

133 Cousin Binamu mubyara Mubyara 

134 Uncle Mjomba Mame Mame 
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135 Aunt 
Mama 

mdogo 
Mamokee Mamoke 

136 Brother Kaka Mura mwetho Mura wetho 

137 Sister Dada 
Msubhathi 

omoitho 
Mohara wetho 

138 Grandfather Babu Sokoro Ghuka/sokoro 

139 Relative Ndugu Bha mwetho Umuhiri 

140 Friend Rafiki Mosani Mosani 

141 Farmer Mkulima Umrimii Moremi 

142 Hunter Mwiindaji Umgumwi moheghi 

143 Mow/ cut grasses Fyeka Takunyaa Kunya 

145 Open Funua Honyora Honyora 

146 Them Wao Bhabho Bhene 

147 His/hers Yake Yahe Yaye 

148 Mine Yangu Yane Yane 

149 Yours Vyenu Byenyu Byenyu 

150 I Mimi Uni Oni 

151 You Wewe Uwe Uwe 

152 Alcohol Pombe Amarwa Amarwa 

153 Picture Picha Kiriri Ipicha 

154 Money Pesa Chimbirya Shembirya 

155 Cut Kata Ghecha Ghesha 

156 Man Mwanaume Mosacha Mushasha 

157 Water Maji Amanche Amanshe 

158 Grandnuts Karanga Chimande Shemande 

159 Exchange Badilisha Honchora swera/ honshora 

160 Build Jenga Haghacha Haghasha 

161 Collect/gather up Zoa Chora Shora 

162 Pund/crush/mash Ponda 
Kogocha/ 

kohoolaa 
Ghosha 
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163 Lake ziwa Enyacha Enyansha 

164 yesterday jana Icho Isho 

165 Come njoo Incho Insho 

166 Fine safi machomu Mashomu 

167 Rice Mchele Mchere Moshere 

168 Speak Ongea Sumacha Shumasha 

169 Tea Chai Ichahe Ishahe 

169 Vegetable 
Mboga za 

majani 
chinyenyi Shinyenyi 

170 Hare Sungura Ghethocho Kethosho 

181 Father Baba Thatha Thatha 

182 Farm Shamba moghondo Moghondo 

183 Grass Nyasi manyanki Bhunyanki 

184 Chair Kiti Ghithumbe Kithumbe 

185 Beat Piga Thema Thema 

186 Walk Tembea Ghenda Ghenda 

187 Ask Omba Sabha Sabha 

189 Leave Ondoka Thaya Thanora 

190 Go Enda Ghenda Kaghi 

191 Marry Oa Thetha Thetha 

192 Sick Gonjwa Bhorohi Bhoroye 

193 Sing Imba Bhina Bhina 

194 Cut Kata Ghecha Ghesha 

195 Banana Ndizi 
Bhithoke/ 

ghekone 
Bhethoke 

196 Tree Mti Mothe Mothe 

197 Cup Kikombe Ghekombe Ghekombe 

198 Kitchen Jiko Rhiko Rhiko 

199 Bread Mkate Moghathe Moghathe 

200 Dream Ndoto keRotha Kerotho 
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201 My Yangu Yane Iyane 

202 Yours Chako Keho Ikyaho 

203 Ours Chetu Ghitho Ikyetho 

204 Two Mbili Ebhere Kabhere 

205 Three Tatu Isatho Kathatho 

206 Five Tano Isano Kathano 

207 Six Sita Isansabha Kasansabha 

208 White Nyeupe Ndabhu Endabhu 

209 Oil Mafuta Maghuta Maghutha 

210 Hospital Hosipitali Sibhitari Sibhithari 

211 Hair Nywele chithukya Shinthukya 

212 Mud/mire Matope Marobha Enthotho 

213 Offering for dead spirits Tambiko Ghosengera ghosengera 

214 Coward/ be afraid Mwoga Mobha Mwobha 

215 On Juu Kighoro kighoro 

216 Between Katikati Ghate Ghatheghathe 

217 Duck Bata Bhata Mbatha 

218 Pigeon/dove Njiwa Kighuthi eghuti 

219 Steal/rob Iba Ibha Ibha 

220 Pull Vuta Kurutha Rutha 

221 Tear Chana Thandora Thandora 

222 Put Weka Thora Thora 

223 Rescue/save Okoa Thuria Thorya 

224 Give birth Zaa Kwibhora Ebhora 

225 Produce Zalisha Kwibhurya Ebhorya 

226 Order Agiza Thoma Thoma 

227 Afternoon Mchana Mobhaso Mobhaso 

228 Evening Jioni Moghorobha Moghorobha 

229 Night Usiku Bhuthiko Bhuthiko 

230 Nice/good Vizuri Bhiya Bhiya 
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231 Bad Vibaya Bhebhe Bheghogho 

232 Weed Palilia Thagheera Agha 

234 Metal pot, cooking pan Sufuria Kehorwa Ghefora 

235 Ours Yetu Yaitho Yetho 

236 Theirs Vyao Byabho Byabho 

237 We/us Sisi Bhetho Bhetho 

238 You Ninyi Bhainyu Bhenyu 

239 Harvest Mavuno Maghesa Magheso 

240 Satiety/fullness Shibe Mwighotho Mwighotho 

241 Natural juice Togwa Bhosara Bhosara 

242 Milk Maziwa Mabhere Mabhere 

243 Stick/twig Kijiti Ghethe Kethe 

244 Wooden spoon Mwiko moghango moghongo 
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Appendix 2: Reading Passage Translatedintokirinchari and Kisimbiti Dialects 

Hapo zamani kulikuwa na familia moja nzuri. Familia hiyo ilikuwa ikiishi porini. 

Familia hiyo ilikuwa na jumla ya watu sita yaani baba, mama, watoto wawili 

wakiume na wawili wa kike. Baba alikuwa anaitwa Marwa Ridhaghadha, alikuwa 

mrefu mwenye nguvu na akili nyingi sana. Siku moja akiwa mawindoni kwa mbali 

alisikia vishindo vikubwa, ilimbidi asikilize kwa umakini na kuchunguza akagundua 

kuwa tembo alikuwa anapita. Baba huyo alijificha kichakani kwa bahati  mbaya 

akamwona chui katika kichaka kile na kumbidi atoke na kuanza kukimbia. Chui 

alimkimbiza hadi mtoni ambapo baba yule alitumbukia majini na kuogelea hadi 

ng'ambo ya pili. Bwana Marwa alikasirika sana na kuamua kurudi nyumbani bila 

chochote. Mkewe alisikitika kumwona mumewe amerudi mikono mitupu. Mama 

huyo aliyeitwa Nyawasha alikamata kuku na kumchinja kwa ajili ya kitowewo cha 

siku hiyo. Bwana Marwa alikasirika sana kuona kuku akichinjwa bila ruhusa yake. 

Kitendo hicho kilisababisha Nyawasha kupigwa sana na mumewe. Watoto walilia 

sana baada ya kuona mama yao mpendwa akipigwa kwa rungu na baba yao. Watoto 

walikataa kula chakula na hivyo nyama ya kuku yote alikula bwana Marwa peke 

yake. Bwana Marwa ni miongoni mwa wanaume wengi wa huku kwetu 

wanaowapiga wake zao bila sababu ya msingi. Hivyo familia zinatakiwa kuwa 

katika upendo ili watoto wafurahie maisha na kujifunza upendo toka kwa wazazi 

wao. 
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Appendix 3: Reading Passage Translated into Kisimbiti Dialect 

Kare hayo yareho mughi ghomwe umuya, omughi ghuyo gwarenga ghomenyire 

mwipori hang‟e ninyansha. Omughi ghuyo gwarenga na abhantho isansabha yaani 

thatha, mayo, abhana bhabhere bhikimura na abhabere bhekehara.Omoghaka 

yabherekerwanga Marwa Rithaghatha, yare omothambe wishinguru na ghehakeri 

ghisharu sana.Rusiko romwe hano yarenga kobhoheghi kwa hare akigwa imithingiro 

emenene, ekabidi yithegheree bhuya akaghondora igha ensabhi yare 

kohetha.Omoghaka akaibhisa moghesaka bahati ngogho akamaha engwe moghesaka 

mora, ekabidi arumo aghakenya.Engwe ekamohambya mpaka komothanka hano 

omoghaka ora yaghoyemomanshe akathibha mpaka humbu.Marwa yarereye kemwe 

akakyora yeka bira ghentho.Mokaye yasikithire komaha yishire kaa ne kentho 

hee.Mokari yare kobherekerwa Nyawasha akaghotha engoko akaghighogha kubha 

kinyero.Marwa akarera kemwe komaha engoko eghoghirwe bila orohosa rwaye. 

Eghethendo kiyo kekaghira Nyawasha aghathemwa kemwe na moghaka 

waye.Abhana bhakurire kemwe komaha nyakwabho arathemwa ni rungu na 

suwabho.Abhana bhakaanga koraghera ibyakorya, Marwa akabhirya 

umwene.Marwa mware mwa bhashasha bharu wetho eno bhano bhaghothema 

bhakari bhabho bira esabhabhu ena ena. 
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Appendix 4: Reading Passage Translatedinto Kirinchari Dialects 

Kare hayo mbarengeho umughi muya.Umughi ghuyo mbamenyire kubhisaka na 

mbareka yi inyancha.Umughi ghuyo gwarenga na abhantho bhasansabha omoghaka, 

omokungu, abhana bhabhere abha kesacha na abhabhere abha ghekari.Omoghaka 

oyo yabherekeywe Marwa Ridhaghatha narenga mothambe ana ichinguruna ehakiri 

encharu sana.Urusiko rumwi arenge kughwema hare akigwa imititimilito ikabidi 

atheghere bhuya akamaha ichughu ekohetha.Omoghaka huyo akaighunya kwibhisa, 

bahathi embebhe akamaha engwe kobhisaka ekabidi akenye kurwa 

mobhisaka.Engwe ekamokenyia hadi komaro Omoghaka akagwa mo manche 

akathibha hadi kuhumbu.Marwa akainyaika sana akaringa kaa bira khentho, mokaye 

akaroghora bhokongu komaha musacha wee aringire bira ghentho. Umukungu ora 

abherekeywe Nyawasha akaghotha engoko na kogheghogha kubha kinyero cha 

rusiko ruyo.Marwa nainyakere sana kumaha engoko era neghoghirwe bira orogosa 

roe eghethendo kera kekamokora amotheme Nyawasha.Abhana bhakakura 

bhokongu komaha nyakwabho aratwemwa ni rungu na suwabho.Abhana bhakanga 

korya, Marwa akarya bhiyonse.Marwa mware mwa bhasacha abharu wetho hano 

bhano bhakothema bhakabho bira esabhabhu. 

 

 

 

 


